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1. IN'l'RODUCTIOH. 

The badger is Britain's largest extant terrestial carnivore, 

the adults being approximately 900 mm. in length, including a tail 

of 100 mm. The average adult male weig~t is 12 kg. and the average 

adult female we-ighs 11 leg. (Southern, 1964, from a sample of 50 

animals). Badgers are widely distributed through Britain and 

Ireland, being most common in the \'lest country and northern England, 

and least common in East Anglia and Scotland. However the lack of 

badgers in Scotland may be due to the shortage of observers. The 

setts are found in a variety of places, a preference being shown 

for slopes, typically in woods or copses which border pasture~land. 

•rhe badger is m~inly crepuscular and nocturnal, and remains in the 

sett in daylight, except perhaps in remote areas. The badgers' 

habits make study difficult without such aids as image intensifiers 

and radio-telemetry. •rhere is only one published study, which. used 

radio-telemetry; this is Bonnin-Lafague a.nd Canivenc(l961), lliho 

studied the activity of a single sow. The badger as is typical for 

mus·telid, well developed musk glands. These are important in the 

animal's social behavior. The badger is an omnivore, feeding on 

suoh material as earth-worms, small mammals, birds, insects, various 

fleshy plants, acorns and corn. Of these, earth-worms are considered 

the most important (Southern, 1964; Neal, 1948). 
' 

The present study considers the population, breeding status, 

th~ factors affecting the dispersion of the setts, and the di:et of 

badger. There have been two previous studies on the badger in the 

same area as the present study, carried out during the late springs 

; 
( 
" 

:· j 
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of 1968 and 1971. Both of these were undergraduate research projects, 

the firs·t by Stirling and Harper (1969), and the second by Burgess, 

Alexander and Bates (unpublished). These studies suggested that the 

area supported a density of approximately six badgers (adults and 

cubs per km2• This density is higher than that quoted in the 

literature for similarily favourable, by for example Neal (1965). 

However a similar density is reported in Wytham Wood near Oxford 

(H.Kr.uuk, pers. comm.) •. Brief details of tile badger setts in this 

area have been given by Southern (1964, p. 66 & 67). 

The dispersion of ·the se tts is considered in relation to the 

physical and social factors affecting the choice of sett site. The 

physical factors ~re considered first in order to determine those 

areas suitable for sett sites. In the light of evidence from the 

analysis of the physical factors, the spatial patterning of the 

setts is examined, so as to give an indication of the badger's 

social behaviour. 

There have been several studies of the diet of the badger in 

outline, by the examination of stomach contents and by the examin~ 

ation cJ:" ;nacrose: .. 1pic rema.L:ts in fa~c..e~. ·~·t:.e ObJe~t of .. !'".ld present. 

study was to determine the diet over the summer months, by the 

examination of such microscopic remains as hair, feathers and 

fragments of the epidermis of plants. It was intended that such 

data could be interpreted in terms of more long term and extensive, 

though less detailed, studies of macroscopic remains. 

There has been concern shown over a decline, in recent years, 

of badger numbers in parts of Britain, reported for example by 

Jeffries (1965). This concern has resulted in the "Badgers-Act, 

1973 • Neal (1965) considered that the decline in badger numbers 



3 
was due to the f'ollol'ling factors: incre~se in road traffic density, 

third rail electrification of railways (mostly in the Southern Region 

of British Rail), the change from deciduous to coniferous woodland, 

and changes in agricultural practice, particularily the destruction 

of hedges and copses, and the use of such insecticides as organa-

mercury seed dressings. In the study area being considered only one 

of these factors is operating, the use of organa-mercury seed 

dressings, and in fact traffic density on the Al67 (to the east of 

the study area, see Map 2.1) has dropped ~ubstantially since the 

completion of the Al motorway, which passes to the east of Durham. 

This motorway was completed in the mid 1960•s. Thus the status of 

the badger in this area is of interes·t in relation to the badger's 

conservation, since one tJould expect the numbers to have remained 

steady, within the limits of normal population fluctuation, if 

only those factors named by Neal (1965) are responsable for the 

decline elsewhere in the country • 

. . . 



2. THE STUDY AREA. 

I•iap 2.1 shows the study area and the. overlay to this map 

shows the drift geology. The study area is approximately five Km
2

• 

in area. It is bounded to the east and south by meanders of the River 

Wear, to the west by the Al67 and to the north by Durham City. The 

overlay gives the sources of the geological information 1 • Since 

much of this information is ta.lcen from 1" Ordnance Survey mapa, 

small scale local variations in the nature of the drift are not 

shown, this being less homogenous than is apparent from the overl~. 

The boulder clay is quite sandy in places, there being small patches 

of fluvio-~lacial sand within it. The pattern of drift geology 

results from the River ~lear in post-glacial times cutting through 

an original drift of boulder clay overlying fluvio-glacial sand. 

The river has more recently given rise to deposits of alluvium 

and gravel, to form a flood plain where it has cut into the drift 

deposits. The river in now contained by earthen banks. The resulting 

soils are loams of varying sandiness. 

The use to which the land within the study area is put is 

aspect of the slope, the water table, and the closeness to the city. 

There are four catagories of land utilisation within the study area: 

woodland, mixed agricultural land, permanent grassland and buildings. 

The woodland is mostly deciduous, though there are some small stands 

of conifers, planted abo.ut 30 years ago. The bulk of the woodland 

lies on fluvio-glacial sand, and is situated along the river bluff. 

The agricultural land consists of approximately equal areas of 

arable and of pasture-land. The arable land lies mostly on the 

1. The atlas of Durham City referred to is by Bowen-Jones (1970). 
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alluvium. <tnd the river terrace gravel, and the pasture-land mostly 

on the boulder clay. The permanent grassland consists of the grounds 

of the colleges, university and Durham School, and of a golf course. 

The area contains a range of habitats suitable for badgers. 

The woodland provides extensive slopes into which setts can be dug. 

Sites for setts are also provided by banks at the sides of fields 

and by the earthen river bank. Several other banks have been created 

by earth moving, e.g. at Durham School (north-west corner of map 

2.1) and by an old wagonway, which runs from Pinnock Hill (bottom 

of square 27,40 on map 2.1) east-north-east to the river. The 

wagonway has an average height of four metres, and consists of 

a mixture of earth and slag. 

This range of habitats makes the area suitable for the 

analysis of the effect of environment on the dispersion of badgers, 

since there exists a choice of habitats in an area small enough to 

be studied on foot. The density is high enough for an analysis of 

the spatial arrangment to be practicable. Interpretation is aided 

because the population is to some extent isolated; the River Wear, 

t h.e bu.i 1 t 11p n.reu, and. '"r.e A167 pr"·~:e~1 t5.,1g bP.:' .i.ers to '~ ':1e movemEH" ·t 

of badgers. The Al67 acts as a barrier because of the traffic 

density and additionally because it traverses an area, which is 

relatively unsuitable for the location of badger setts. 

The main areas where setts are present are indicated on map 

2.1, being underlined to distinguish them from other place names. 

Three individual setts are marked on the map, H6, RB8 and RB9. The 

latter two are the river bank setts that do not lie within a. strip 

20 m. from the River \·lear. H6 is marked because it is referred to 

in the analysis of diet. The sett grnups will be referred to in the 

... ':1 



text as follows: 

MC = Maiden Castle 

GH = Great High Wood 

H = Hollingside Wood 

\~W = Hagom~ay 

PH = Pinnock Hill 

BW = Blaid•s Wood 

SG = Saltwell Gill 

RB = River Barik 

LB = Low Burnhall 

6 
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3.i CENSUS. 

ME'l'HODS. 

Since it was intended to use the data from the census for 

an analysis of the spatial pattern of the setts, it was necessary 

to define a sett more precisely than was done in the surveys of 

1968 and 1971, details of which are given in Appendix 1. In the 

present survey a sett was regarded as being distinct from a 

neighbouring sett if the distance between the two nearest entrance 

holes was greater than ten metres. The figure of ten metres was 

arbitrary; however if some of the tunnels between setts exceeded 

this length, the only effect would have been a marginal reduction 

in the number of unoccupied setts found. No assumption is made 

as to any social interactions between the setts. 

The location of the setts in the part of the study area 

to the east of the Al67 and the Al050 (see map 2.1) was by a 

systematic search. Due to the large ammount of private property, 

it was no P.Ossible to search the part of the study area in the __,...- .... 

triangle of land between the Al67 and the Al050 systematically, 

r.11t this 1-.a.s ia ar.y r;as.. '...U:we.:;e..;.:~a.ry :: r. t~a cas~ ;,f the ce.:!.'. C<.:.' 

of the golf course. The longer slopes of the study area were 

searched by making parallel horizontal transects, and the shorter 

slopes by walking along their bases. The great High Wood, Holling·-

side Wood, Maiden Castle and the sloping areas of Blaid•s Wood 

were searched by the former method; the Wagonway, parts of Blaid 1 s 

Wood, Low Burnhall and field boundaries were searched by the 

latter method. The results of this survey were compared with 

those of the 1971 survey, and a more careful search was made if 

aAY sett seemed to have disappeared in the interim. 
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The following information was recorded for each settr its 

0 position, level of activity and aspect to the nearest 10 of 

compass. The position was determined by one of the following 

methods: triangulation from landmarks, measurement from a point 

marked on the map, and by eye from the position of other setts 

and the appearance of the terrain, compared with contour details. 

The map used was a 1:10,580 Ordnance Survey map, enlarged to a 

scale of 1:6,500. \ihere possible the positions of the setts were 

recorded to the nearest 10m •• This degree of accuracy may not have 

been reached in the river bank setts owing to the lack of nearby 

landmarks. The distance between any pair of setts was measured 

on the ground if it \'las less than 100 m •• The level of activity 

was guaged from such signs as the presence of either footprints, 

recently used latrines or both, and the amount of leaf litter in 

the entrance hales. Plates 3.1 to 3.3 show examples of setts in 

various states of usage. Plate 3.1 shows a sett near Durham School 

which has been inactive for seven years (R.Peale, pers. comm.). 

Plate 3.2 shows the sett at the vet•s house which has been inact-

ive for thre;;;· years (RAreal.::·, perlil .. comm.). Plate 3. -, shows a 

breeding sett in the grounds of Durham School. For the locations 

of these setts see the north-west corner of map 2.1 •. 

The setts found to be inactive in the initial survey were 

not investigated further. Those setts remaining, about 5~~ of the 

total, were further investigated by placing cross·ed sticks in 

their entr~lce holes and noting if these sticks had been disturbed. 
,.... 

Badgers are known to visit setts ne·:X:t their home base without 

necessarily occupying them (Neal, 1948). Hence those setts in which 

the crossed sticks had been disturbed were investigated by direct 
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observation. Each of them \·las watched for one night, and if badgers 

were not seen they were watched for a subsequent night. A note 

was taken of the number of all adults and cubs seen, so as to 

enable a minimum population estimate to be made. 

The population size was estimated by adding to the number 

.seen an arbitrary estimate of one and a half per sett f'or aetts 

where badgers were heard, but there was no definite sighting. This 

was only necessary for two setts, MG8 and MG6. 

From the information obtained the setts were assigned to one 

of four activity classes. Where there was any doubt as to the 

correct class the lower of the classes was assumed. The classes 

ar~ listed below. 

GLASS OI-i'E 

GLASS TrlO 

GLASS THREE 

GLASS FOUR 

Unoccupied (no signs of activity) 

Visited 

Occupied 

Breeding 

(signs of badgers nearby, crossed 

sticks disturbed, but no badgers 

seen) 

(badgers seen to emerge from th-e 

sett, but no cubs seen) 

(both adults and cubs present) 



Plate 3.1: This sett had been unoccupied for 

seven years. 

1 Plate 3.2: The sett in the vet•s garden; this had 

been unoccupied for three years. 

11 



Plate 3.3: The sett in Durham aohool; this was 

a breeding sett. 

12 
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3.ii. 

RESULTS. 

Table 3.1 summarises the results of the 1968, 1971 and 1975 

surveys. Maps 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 show the positions of the visited, 

occupied and breeding setts for the 1968, 1971 and 1975 surveys 

respectivly. Appendix 3 gives a table of the grid references and 

activity classes of all the setts found in the three surveys. The 

positions of these setts ere also shown on a map of the same scale 

as that used for the present survey. The positions of any setts 

that had disappeared by the time of the present survey have been 

es.timated from the Six inch ordnance Survey maps used in the 

previous surveys.· 

In the present study six nel-l setts were found. Two of these 

were occupied, BH3 and LB4. BW3 \-las a recent excavation in the 

same area as a large sett that was destroyed during the 1968 

survey. LB4 was a new excavation 20 m. from an established sett 

(LB3), and may be a ne\'lly excavated entrance for LB3, due to cattle 

trampling near to the present entrance of LB3. The four other new 

~ctt!:. 'Here ~'it::r.lJ. singl': hole excq,·:r·l.~-~-crns, anr1_ may hav':' been only 

exploratory in nature. 

The figures obtained from direct observation Should be 

interpreted with regard to the following sources of error: the 

setts were only watched for a short time, hence the number of 

active setts may be an underestimate; the number of breeding setts 

is likely to be an underestimate, since at some setts it was 

difficult to get a good sighting of the badgers so as to determine 

whether or not any cubs were present; and the period during which 

direct observations were made covered only a period of approximately 
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TABLE 3.1. 

THE Ntn1!BERS Oli' SE:'l'TS ANTI POPULA'l'ION ES'l'Irr~A'rE3 OF' BAJY~"Sl~S IN. 1968, 

1971 AND 1975. 

a) 'l'!:J.e Ilusnbers of setts falling into each class of activity. 

YEAR 
(1) (2) (3) BRJ'~i-1·· Ii'OX/RAB3I'l' UNOCCUPI!ill VI.5H'iill OCCUPIED :, 1 ~\ t.r TO'i'AL 

1968 * 19 11 5 3 4 42 
....... 

'V 
J 

1971 47 7 15+ 2 71 
r 

,~ 

'\ 
1975 39 10 8 3 9 69 

* The published figure (&tirling & Harper, 1969) is 15 un-

occupied setts;; Hi:>wevEJr, as judged from mi.!pS supplied by Miss Harper, the 

count is 19. !:lome groups of setts, as defined in the present survey, \•iere 

considered as single setts in this survey. ::>ee Appendix 1 for cletails. 

+Breeding c-.nd active setts, as defined in the methods, v~ere 

not distinguished in this survey. 

b) The population estimates. 

* CROSSE..t.'1-S'l'ICKS+ 
YEAR NINUiUlii 

ESTH!A'l'E 
CUllS O.BSE,'RV'i!D 

1968 29 7 

1971 31 

1975 28 32 8 

* Adults and cubs. 

+see p~e 14 for the derivation of this estimate • 

. ·' 
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3. iii. 

DI.3CU;;lSION. 

•.rb.e observed density of setts, in the study area, is 12 per 

km
2• Densities in other well populated areas, recorded in Ministry 

of Agriculture surveys (R.Symes, pers. comm.), are around five per 

km
2

; near Thornbury (Gloa.) 450 setts were found in an area of 40 

square miles, corresponding to a density of 4.3 setts per krn2; at 

Wooton under Edge (Stroud, Glos.) 1038 setts were found in an area 

of 64 square miles, corresponding to a density of 6.3 setts per 

km
2

• Densities are much lower in eastern England. For example 

Allen and Cowlin (1971) in a study of s.w. Essex found 112 setts in 

600 km
2

, corresponding to a density of 0.19 per km2
• The figures 

found in the present and previous surveys are greater than these. 

However, locally in the Thornbury area, the density reached 22 per 

km
2 (R.Symes, pers. comm.). Thus the present area has a density of 

setts which is high, suggesting that the study area is favourable 

to badgers, but not unusually so. 

The minimum population estimate was 28 {including cubs), but 

setts had at least two badgers present. This figure corresponds to 

a density of six badgers per km
2• This is higher than some populat

estimates for areas favourable to badgers. For example Neal {1948)

quotes a figure of 1. 2 per km
2 , which is lO\ier than that observed 

in the present study; however a density of eight per km
2 has been 

observed in Wytham Wood, near Oxford (H.Kruuk, pers. comm.), and 

densities in the range 1 to 25 per km
2 have been observed at 

Woodchester Valley in the Cotswolds (Glos.), (A.Cheeseman, pers. 

comm.). 

The population figure has not changed in the three surveys, 



\oJi thin the limits of error of population estimation; further, the 

same number of cubs were found in both the 1968 (Stirling & Harper, 

1969), and the present surveys. Thus one may conclude that this is 

a stable population. Hence the present study does not indicate that. 

any factors need be added to Neal's (1965) list of factors respons

~ble for the decline in badger numbers (see p. 2). It can further 

be concluded that any mortality caused in this study area, by . 

organa-mercury seed dressings, is not such as to cause a decline in 

numbers. 

The only change that has occurred is an increase in the 

number of setts recorded in the area. This could be due to a change. 

in the distribution of badgers, or to an increased efficiency in 

the detection of setts. Thera has definitely an increase in digging 

in the wagonway area since 1968 (K.R.Ashby, pers. comm.). Only a 

total of 20 setts have been active in during all three surveys, as 

compared with an average of 11 active setts in any one year. Thus 

it is probable that the increase in the number of setts recorded 

was at least partly due to greater digging. Increased detection 

migh~ 'u.;.;.·./d play£:. some pa·.··,; in thoc,:;- '.lre ... '~ ahe;:·e the t.,,::cain madt.. 

search difficult. 

It is difficult to provida any explanation for the change~ 

in the pattern of occupation within those set·&s that had been 

occupied at any time during all three Surveys. It is possible that 

the changes may have reflected a change in the organisation of 

badger "families"; the causes of this reorginisation could have: 

been interference e.g. the gassing of the Dlaid's Wood sett {BW3, 

BW4 & BW5), or a change in available food. Hence the changes in sett 

occupation will be discussed further {see section 6, p. 97 ) in the 

light of evidence from subsequent sections. 

=-==- == =-~ 



4.i FACTORS CONTROLLING DISPERSION 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION. 

The distribution of animals can be limited by one or 

more of the following: interspecific interactions and 

intraspecific interactions. Watson f1 Moss (1969) discuss 

these factors with reference to vertebrate populations. 

An example of the liniiting effects of intraspecific factors 

is Krebs' (197l)study of Great and Blue Tit populations in 

Wytham Wood near Oxford. Krebs (1971) found that the 
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Great Tit population was limited by the number of territories 

available. The intraspecific fac·tor in this case was agonis·tic 

behaviour. The interaction between limiting factors lfas 

demonstrated by the fact that artificial winter feeding incr·eased 

the number of Blue Tit territories, but not of Grea·t Tit 

territories. Examples of in·teractions be·tween two species 

are given by Grant (1972) in a review of competition in rodents. 

In any particular study several factors are likely to be 

operating in a complex manner, as is illustrat.ed in Krebs! 

(1971) study. 

It was decided to investigate whether the setts which 

'"ere unused had this status by reason of being unsuitable 

for occupation,and were only exploratory diggings, or if this 

status was caused by social behaviour. An analysis of physical 

factors was undertaken to determine the differences between 

the sites of used and unused setts. This limited aim was 

adopted because a study of the factors which enable badgers 

to exist in an area 11ould have necessitated a control group of 

sites in areas where badgers were not present and the collection 

of this data from a number of "random-sites". This l~rould not 

have been 'possible l'iithin the time allocated to the present study. 

filliRDII Wi!!Wi&dBSS'-~ §£!1SW-i!tE&!BE&a:aEA&i&iiL E**t!S:E!-.EJ&.a .. -:c S - ·=-• zw= 
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In a mammal such as the badger, where complex behavioural 

mechanisms exist, it is likely tha-t several factors can result 

in a set·t not being used. Hence the fac·t that, for any one 

factor, a significan·t difference is found between the used 

and unused·setts does not imply that this :i..s the only factor 

operating, or even that it has any casual significance; 

however the fact that no significan·t difference is found does 

imply tha·t a fac·tor is no·t oper•ating in the study area. For 

the purpose of this part of the present study two main classes 

of factor are considered likely·to influence the choice of the 

sett site of the badger: the physical na-ture of the habi·ta·t, 

and the nature of the interactions l'lithin ·the badger population. 

Whilst it is accepted that the availability of food is also 

likely to be an important factor. 
} 

• ~I 
~his was not studied as it 

would have been difficult to rela·te availability. of food to 

nwn~ers without a detailed knowledge in advance of the study 

of what were the importantfoods in the diet in the study area 

and hm•' far 1Jnd.get"5 wil] readily travel fo1, fend. 

The 20 setts which have been used at least once (see ~.20) 

are known to be suitable sett sites, unless there is any fac·tor 

which causes the suitability to change from yea1, to year. Of 

the other 69 setts some may be suitable for occupation, but it 

is assumed that at least some w·ere not, hence these 69 setts 

would give an indica·tion of the factors which might make the 

habi·tat unsuitable. It would thus be possible, to determine 

the fac·tors which differ between the two groups; on the above 

assumption the di~ferneces would be related to the suitability 

of the se·t·t site . 
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4.ii 

PHYSICAL FACTORS. 

a. Introduc·tion. 

Previous studies on the physical factors influencing 

the dispersion of badger .setts have shmm this to be influenced 
~tt:; 

by the nature of the subs·tra·te·. Dunwell & Killing ley ( 1969) ) 

found that in an area where the subs·trate consisted of chalk 

capped with "clay wi·th flints" the setts were concentrated 

on the chalk areas which were well drained and that the clay 

areas were avoided, pl"'eswnably because of the tenacity of 
L-- . -._ ·-

the material. Likhachev (1956) found, in a forest reserve 

in Russia where the substrate consisted of impermeable loam 

and sand, ·that there l"Vas a preference for the areas of well 

drained sand; however he did not sta·te which species of badger 

was studied. Allen & Cowlin (1971) in a study in S.E. Essex, 

\~There the substrate consisted respectively of sand, boulder 

clay and river ·terrace gravel) found ·that mos·t of the setts 

were on ·the sand, a fe\IT \vere on the river terrace gravel, 

and none were on the boulder clay. Various o·ther factors 

been claimed to be of importance in modifying ·the dispersion 

pattez•n of badgers, but no detailed evidence has been gi vun. 

Neal {1972) and Paget & Middleton (1974) stated that setts 

tend to be within approximately 30 m. of the edge of woodland. 

Neal (1948) reported that breeding setts tend to be near 

water. 

Map 4.1 shO\vS the visited, occupied and breeding setts for 

all the three surveys, against a background of the drift 

geology; it can be seen ·that most of ·the setts lie on the fluvio-



glacial· sand. The posi·tioning of the set·ts in the above 

manner could imply that fluvio-glacial sand is a preferred 

substrate, though this apparent preference nright resul·t from 

a factor, such as drainage, or· the nature of the land use 

both according to the subs·trate. It was decided, in the 

light of ·the above evidence and the evidence from the authors 

quoted previously, to study the nature of the substra·te, in 

terms of the percentage of clay & silt, the quantity of soil 

\\Tater, and the ease with which it could be dug. Distance 

to water and distance ·to the edge of woodland were also 

measured. 
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The factors men·tioned above are unlikely to be an 

exhaustive list of those factors affecting the siting of badger 

sites, since some of ·the rela·tionships mentioned above may be 

indirect, for example setts may be found on sandy slopes 

because these are often wooded. The type of slope l'/as expected 

to be important, possibly through a micro-climate effect, 

possibly thPough a cc::orelat.ion with the .~ubstl~at:=:: type, pcssil:l.y 

because s·teep slopes enabled badgers to get further underground 

l\l'ith less effort ·than with gentler slopes. The slope \'las 

described by i·ts inclina·tion, its shape in terms of convexity 

or concavity in the horizontal and vertical planes, its 

orienta·tion in terms of aspec·t, and the set·ts position in ·terms 

of distance to the upper and· lm'ler breaks of slope. The 

following factors \'/ere also considered relevant: disturbance 

in terms of distance to the nearest habitation and in terms of 

distance to the nearest path, the amound of vegetation cover 

around the sett, and the habitat type. This was classed into 

four macro-habitats as follows: agl"'icultural land, the strip 
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tP,e strip lv-ithin 20 m of the River Wear, ·the river bluff, 

and Maiden Castle. The latter was consid6red as being a 

separate habita·t ·type because it combined the characteris·tics 

of both the river bank and river bluff habitats. 
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4- ii. 

b. ~fethods. 

Those variables \V'hich involved the measurement of 

distance, i.e. distance to habi·ta·tion, wa·ter, nearest path, 

edge of woodland, and upper and lower breaks of slope, were 

measured along the ground if they were less than 100 m, or 

from a 1:8,600 map if they were greater. The position of ·the 

centre of the se·tt was judged by eye in the former case, and 

did not affec·t the measurement in the latter case, since ·the 

percentage of error \V'as unimportant at distances greater than 

100 m. The distance ·to habitation was considered as being 

that distance ·to the nearest group of three or more buildings, 

so as to exclude farm outbuildings from considera·tion. An 

area of trees was considered to be woodland if it exceeded 

one hectare in area. The posit~ions of breaks of slope were 

judged by eye. Ve~""'tical convexity, horizontal convexi·ty and 

cover were estimated on a subjective five point scale~ over 

a distance of about 20 m. to either side of the cen·tre of the 

sett, as judged by eye. The angle of ·the slope was calculated 

from the horizontal distance required to give a verticla 

drop of ·two metres. 

The quanti·ty of soil. water was measured as the decrease 

in weight of a soil sample, when dried for 24 hours at 100° c, 

expressed as a percen·tage of the initial weight. The soil 

samples were taken from above the entrance holes. It was 

decided to sample from above the entrance because, although 

samples from both above and below the en·trance would be 

affected by the change in soil drainage caused by the sett 
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i·t 1,.ras thought the samples from above the e;· ·trance would not 

have been affected by ·the ac·tivities of the badgers in the 

sett . A minimwn of t1,.ro samples, or one per entrance hole, 

were taken at each sett. Ease of digging 1~as measured in 

terms of the dep·th of penetra·tion of a 1" by 1" blunt 

softwood stake, resulting from 25 blows of a hammer 1~eighing 

approximately 500 g. Due to shortage of time this measure 

was not tested for consistency, The proportion of clay and 

silt was determined by shaking a soil sample in water, with 

detergent added to break down the crwnb structure, allm,.ring 

the sample to settle for 24 hours, and measuring the depth of 

the clay plus silt layer lihich resulted. This was expressed 

as a percentage of the depth of all the sediment layers 

combined. A small proportion of clay remained in colloidal 

form, bu·t since the supernatant was fairly clear, the 

resulting error 1v-as considered to be accept~able. The soil 

sample was taken from the mound outside the entrance hole, 

because this material was likely to be represen·ta-tive of the 

substrate ·through which the sett was excavated. Two samples 

were taken per entrance hole. 
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4. ii. 

c. Th~ Nature of ·the Sample. 

The data used for the s·tudy of habitat preference 

was collected during the period 2:5:1975 to 28:8:1975. 

Given the limited time available only a sample of the 

total number of setts was surveyed. This samp;te ornit·ted 

the area in the fork of the Al67 and Al050 (see map 2.1), 

because the problems in searching this area (see Census, 

Me·thods p. 8) might have caused a bias in the spatial analysis 

of the sett dispersion pattern: (see Social Factors, l-1ethods 

p. sJ), and it was thought better to use the same area for. 

both parts of the analysis of dispe:r.sion. The follm..ring 

sett groups were not l'epresenta·te in the sample: the Blaid' s 

Wood group, the Wagom'lay group, and ·the Low Burnhall group. 

There is no evidence of the sample chosen being non-random 

with respect ·to habitat type (Chi2= 12.1, d.f.
1

= 9, p=0.21). 

Given that social factors- may be a deterrn.inan·t of the 

was chosen excluded any setts that had been visited, occupied 

or breeding during the previous surveys; this method of 

selection was intended to _minimise any complicat:i,on in the 

interpretation of results due to changes in sett occupancy. 

1. "d.f." refers to degrees of freedom in a statistical 

test. 
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4.ii. 

d. Statistical Methods. 

Any statistical tes·t requires certain assumptions 

concerning the nature of the statistical distributions of 

the data. Parametric distr:i.btrtions are derived from interval 

variables, which are on a scale in which the distances 

between numbers are of a defined size. Non-parametric 

distribu·tions are derived from nominal and ordinal variables. 

The latter describe a ranked scale, bu·t the distances 

between numbers are not defined. The former describe 

classes of objects or characteristics. The variables used 

in the present study are classified below according to th~ 

above criteria. 

NOiviiNAL 

-Habi·tat 

-Horizon·tal 

Convexi·ty 

-Ver~-ical 

Convexity 

-Cover 

ORDINAL 

-Sett Status 

-Distance to Path 

at ion 

-Dis·tance to \Vater 

-Distance to Edge 

of \'loodland 

-Distance to Upper 

and Lower Breaks 

of Slope 

-Angle of Slope 

-Percen+.age of Clay 

Plus Silt 

INTERVAL 

-Soil \va-ter 

-Ease of Digging 
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In order ·to determine the relation of each variable 

with sett status, and the interrelations between variables, 

the matrix shown over \vas used to determine the appropiate 

test for each pair of variables. The use and Descrip·ti on 

of these non-parame·troic ·tests is ·taken from Siegel (1956). 

THe variables were examined initially for any pa-tterning 

by using a chi2 contingency table, comparing the variables 

grouped into classes as necessary. The most appropiate 

statistic was used af·ter ·this initial examination. 

INTERVAL ORDINAL NOMINAL 

Pearson·· s r. Spearman's r. Parametric One-

INTERVAL Parametric One- Parametric One- Way Analysis of 

ORDINAL 

NOMINAL 

Way Analysis of Way Analysis of Variance. 

Variance. .Variance. 

Spearman's r. Kruskal-Wallis 

Kendal's tau. One-Way Analysis 

of Variance. ,__ _____ ··----_.;,-. ------------t 
I .2 

ch:t. . 

Contingency 

Coefficient. 
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4. ii. 

e. Results. 

1. Relationships with sett status. 

rrhe matrix shown in fig. 4.1 indica-tes which 

variables are significantly related to the status of the 

set·t, and to one another; the direc·tion of the relationship 

is indicated where relevant. The exac·t nature of the 

interactions is described below. Table 4.1 gives the 

contingency tables for the variables, grouped into interval 

ranges where necessary, so as to illustrate the nature of 

the relationship \dth sett status. The relationships 

described below refer to the changes of ·th-e variables 

within the classes of activity, not to the changes that are 

possible wi·thin the habitat. One variable, the aspect or 

the sett, is no·t shown in fig. 4.1, since many combinations 

of this variable were considered, and none of those tested 

showed any significant difference. It \Y'Ould not have been 

pr·acticable to display all of these combinations on ·the 

matrix. Those t~icd were of classes 10°, 30°, 60°, and 90° 

\Y'ith ·the compass folded over, with respect to each of the 

cardinal points, for each of these. The relationship is 

ShO\m diagramatically in fig. 4. 2 for the the setts are 

arranged into 30° blocks; although there is an apparent 

tendency for the setts to face south-east, in fact there is 

no significant difference, in aspect, be·tween the occupied 

and unoccupied set·ts (chi2= 3.39, d.f. = 5 p- 0.5). 

The soil type preferred for occupation is a dry, firm 

and relatively sandy soil, \V'ith about seven per cent. of clay 

.plus silt. The values of the percentage of clay plus silt 

-, 
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are shm·m agains·t a background of drift geology on map 

4. 2. The slope preferred is for occupa·tions a~d breeding 

is convex in ·the horizontal plane whereas the unoccupied 

and breeding setts ·tend ·to be near ·the upper break of a 

slope, as compared to ·the unoccupied se·tts. The occupied 

and breeding setts tend to be further away from paths, 

though ·this is not unifqrmly shown e.g. se·tt H6. There is 

a tendency for occupied and breeding se·t·ts, mostly those 

within woodland to be close to the edge of woodland, whereas 

more of the unoccupied setts are at a greater distance from 

the edge of woodland (see table 4.1, 3). There is no 

tendency demons·trated for ·the unoccupied, visited or 

occupied setts to be near ·to water, bu·t both ·the breeding 

setts in 1975 are '"ithin 60 m. of water1 • In fac·t no 

breeding set·t has been found in any of the three surveys 

that was further than 60 m. from water. The 1,elationships 

described above are summarised in fig. 4.3, as are the 

interrelations described in the next section. 

2. Relationships between variables. 

The matrix, fig. 4.1, also shows the interactions 

between variables. Many of the interactions with habitat 

type can be explained by the nature of the habitat, e.g. 

the river bank setts are significantly closer to water than 

other sett groups. Since many of the river bank and 

agri~ultural land setts tend to be further a\11"ay from Durham 

City than the river bluff and Maiden Castle groups, there 

is a significant relationship between habitat, and distance 

1. If the breeding setts are tested against the rest, and 

distance to water is d~ vided into < 60m and ~60m then . 

chi2=5.4, d.f.=l, p=0.02. 
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to path and habi·tation. The dis·tance ·to the edge of wood

land is rela-ted ·to habi·ta·t ·typ~ because ·the river bluff 

setts, which are in a large tract of woodland, can be 

further al'lay from ·the edge of woodland ·than other groups. 

There is a relationship be·tween the d:i.s·tance to the lower 

break of slope and habitat type because slopes in ·the river 

bank and agricul·tural landgroups tend to be shorter than in 

the river bluff and lolaiden Castle groups. The interaction 

be·tween ease of digging and habitat type is more difficult 

to explain; the mos·t likely explana·tion is that. there are 

more soft sandy soils :i.n the river bluff area then elsewhere. 

The interrelations betweeu variables can be ascribed 

either ·to t.he nature of tha habi·tat or to the na·ture of ·the 

variables. The former class consists of ·those interactions 

in which both variables interact with habitat type. These 

are shown in fig. 4.1 and will be considered in the discuss

ion. There are only five interac·tions that fall :i.n·to the 

la·t;.ter class: ver·tical convexity I distance to water, dist

anct. t.o wa·te::. > dist.allGe ·to edge of ,v-ood.tand I .-:;oil t-vater, 

distance to WJ.pper break of slope I distance to lower break 

of slope, horizon·tal convexity I p~rcentage clay pJ.u.s silt, 

and cover I ease of digging. These can be explained in 

terms of the geography of the study area and will be dis

cussed, 1vhare relevant to the status of ·the. sett, in the 

next section. 
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THE ASSOCIATIOl~S WITH THE STATUS OF THE SETT, INCRF.ASING FROM 

UNOCCUPIED TO BREEDING, FOR ALL THE VARIABLES EXCEPT ASPECT. THE INTER-

RELATIONS BET~nsEN VARIABLES ARE ALSO SHOWN • 

D. WATER 

D. PATH 

D. HJU3ITATION 

D. WOODL.UID 

D. UPPER 

D. LOviER 

H. COrnTE:aTY 

V. CONVEXITY 

COVE.'R 

INCLINATION 

SOIL WATER 

EASE DIG. 
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relationship exists. 
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Abreviations~ Statistical· Tests (-inclUsion implies_ p ~0.05) 

D. • Distance to 'X..J. = The Chi2 Test. 

H. • Horizontal -T~/ T~ =Kendal's Rank Correlation Coefficient, 

v. = Vertical positive and negative respectivly. 

INCLINATION ... Angle of Slope r 8 = Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient, 

UPPER ... Upper Break of Slope sign as above. 

LOWER "' Lower Break of Slope KW • Kruskal-Wallis One W~ Analysis of Varianc 

EASE DIG. = Ease of Digging ANO cs Parametric Analysis of Variance. 

% CLAY • ~er cent. Cl~ & Silt 1 = Distance to water is only important in 

relation to breeding (see P• 34)• 
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THE VARIABLES WHICH AFFECT THE DEGf~ OF ACTIVITY OF THE SETT, 
\. -' 

TOGETHER lVITH vll'rH THE INTERRELATIONS BETiiEEN rrHOSE VARIABLES. 

* Distance to Edge Horizontal * Distance to 

of \-loodland Convexity + \-later 1 
......... _,., 

Dist Distance to Upper ance t * 0 

+ - + 
Break of Slope Pat b -

'II/ 'v 
Amount of Soil Per cent. Clay Ease of * 
tiater Plus Silt 2 Digging -

* Indicates a significant association with habitat type. 

1 Relevant-only for breeding setts (seep. 3~· 

2 An ~ _,1·termedi ·.te aa:.vunt ·,f cJ ..... ;t plt:~ ~il t i<J p::eferre: for occuJ:-.a .. :.v.c. (p. 46 _i. 

+ Indicates a positive relationship. 

Indicates a negative relationship. 

~Significant interrelation between variables. 

N.B. The inclusion of any relationship implies that p(0.05. 
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THE VARIABLES WHICH AFFECT THE DEGREE OP ACTIVITY OF THE SETT, 

TOGETHER WITH \1PfH THE INTERRELATIONS BET\·lEEN THOSE VARIABLES. 

* 

* Distance to Edge· 

of tioodland 

Dis·tance to Upper 
+ 

Break of Slope 

Amount of Soil 

water 

Horizontal 

Convexity + 

""' -... 

Dis tance to 
-

Pat h 

~II 

Per cent. Clay 

Plus Silt 2 

Indicates a significant association with habitat type. 

1 Relevant.only for breeding setts (seep. 34). 

* Distance to 

Hater 1 

* 
+ 

Ease of 

Digging 

2 ;,u interm~J..iate amou.:~. ... .;i." ciay Ilr~e silt :.,,J prciernl fo: o..:cu:,:..a.~ion (i.J-. 46 ), 

+ Indicates a positive relationship. 

- Indicates a negative relationship. 

~Significant interrelation between variables. 

B.B. The inclusion of any relationship implies that p~0.05. 
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TABLE 4.1. 

The table shows the contingency tables of the variables used 

in the analysis of physical factors. The variables are divided into 

frequency classes where appropiate. In the tables the status of the sett 

is abbreviated as follows: 

UNOCC = Unoccupied. 

VISIT = Visited. 

OCC = Occupied. 

BREED = Breeding. 

The chi
2 

statistic is used to compare the difference between the unoccupied 

visited, occupied and breeding setts. However this statistic is not neceas-

arily the statistic used to test significance in fig. 4.1 (p. 36 ). 

1. DISTANCE TO WATER ( METRES). 

0- 40 41- 8o 81 - 120 121 - 160 161 - 300 ROU 
TOTAL 

STATUS 

UNOCC 3 4 1 0 11 19 

VISIT 1 1 0 1 1. 4 

occ 1 1 2 1 2 1 

BR~F.D 1 1 0 0 0 --~ 

COLtJr.tN 6 7 3 2 14 N = 32 TOTAL 

Chi2 
1:1 12.6 d. f. = 12 p = 0.40 

2. DISTANCE TO THE llEARES'l' PATH (METRES) • 

0- 40 41 - 80 81 - 120 . 121 - 160 161 - 300 ROW 
TOTAL 

STATUS 

UNOCC 16 2 0 1 0 19 

VISIT 3 0 ·o 0 1 4 

occ 4 0 0 2 1 1 

BREED 1 0 0 1 0 2 

COLUMN 
24 2 Q 4 2 N = 32 

TOTAL .• 

Chi2 = 11.3 d.f. = 9 p = 0.25 
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3. DISTANCE '1'0 NEAREST HABITATION (t4ETRES). 

0 - 200 201 - 400 401 -. 600 601 - 999 
ROW 

ro~rAL 

STATUS 

UNOCC 11 6 0 2 19 

VISIT 3 0 1 0 4 

occ 3 2 2 0 1 

- B~ 1 0 0 1 0 

COLUMN 18 8 3 3 N = 32 'l'OTAL 

Cbi2 = 12.7 d. f. = 9 p = 0.18 

4• DISTANCE TO EDGE OF WOODLAND (METRES). 

0- 40 41 - 80 81 - 120 121 - 160 161 - 300 
R0\-1 

TOTAL 

STATU'-.3 

UNOCC 6 5 4 2 2 19 

VISIT 1 1 1 0 1 4 

occ 6 1 0 0 0 1 

BREED 1 1 0 0 0 2 

cotm.w 
14 8 5 2 3 N .. 32 

'l'OTAL 

Ohi2 = 9.9 d. f. = 12 p .. 0.62 

5. DISTANCE TO UPPER BREAK OF SLOPE (Io'IE'l'RES). 

0- 20 21 - 40 41 - 60 61 - 100 
ROW 

TOTAL 

STATUS 

UNOCC 11 6 1 1 19 

VISIT 4 0 0 0 4 

oco 1 0 0 0 7 

BREED 2 0 0 0 2 

COLllMN 24 6 1 1 N = 32 TOTAL 
Chi2 .. 7-3 d. f • ... 9 p = 0.61 

-. 
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6. DISTANCE TO THE Lot~ER BREAK OF SLOPE (l;\ETRES). 

0- 25 26 - 50 51 - r/5 76 - 100 101 - 125 
ROli 

TOTAL 

STATUS 

mroco 6 6 2 3 2 19 

VISIT 2 1 0 0 1 4 

occ 3 3 1 0 0 1 

BREED 1 0 0 1 0 2 

COLUMN 12 10 3 4 3 N = 32 TOTAL 
Chi2 = 1.9 d. f. = 12 p ... 0.79 

7. HORIZONTAL CONVEXI'rY. 

+CONCAVE CONCAVE FLAT. CONVEX +CONVEX ROW 
TOTAL 

STATUS 

UNOCC 2 8 4 5 0 19 

VISIT 0 0 1 1 2 4 

occ 0 0 2 4 1 1 

BREED 0 0 0 0 2 2 

COL\.Ir.!N 2 8 1 10 5 N = 32 TOTAL 

Chi2 = 24.9 d. f. ... 12 p = 0.02 

8. VERTICAL CONVEXITY. 

CONCAVE FLAT CONVEX +CONVEX JWW 
TOTAL 

STATUS 

UNOCC 3 5 9 2 19 

VISIT 0 2 2 0 4 

occ 0 4 3 0. 1 

BREED 1 0 1 0 2 

COLUMN 
4 11 15 2 H = 32. TOTAL 

Chi2 = 7.6 d. f. "' 9 p • 0.58 

-. 



9· T"ilE AMOUNT OF VEGETATION COVER AROUND 'THE SETT 

OPEN· - -·-·-·---------SHADED 

STA'l'US 

UNOCC 

VISIT 

occ 

BREED 

COLUMN 
TOTAL 

1 2 3 4 

1 1 4 1 

1 0 2 1 

2 1 3 1 

1 0 0 

5 8 9 10 

Chi2 = 9.9 d.f. = 9 p = 0.36 

10. THE MlGLE OF UICLINATION OF THE SLOPE (DEGREES). 

STA'l'US 

UNOCC 

VISIT 

occ 

BREED 

COLIDiN 
TOTAL 

1c/- 22 

4 

0 

2 

1 

5 

23 - 26 

1 

2 

1 

1 

8 

27 - 30 31 - 36 

6 2 

0 2 

2 2 

0 0 

9 10 

p = r_., -1-~ 

ROW 
TOTAL 

19 

4 

1 

2 

N = 32 

ROW 
TOTAL 

19 

4 

7 

2 

N = 32 

11. THE PERCENTAGE OF WATER IN THE SOIL, .IN TEmjlS OF \-lET \iEIGHT. 

STATUS 

UNOCC 

VISIT 

ooc 

BREED 

COLtn.1N 
TOTAL 

3 - 6 1 - 10 11 - 14 15 - 18 19 - 22 

1 5 2 3 3 

2 1 1 0 0 

2 2 0 0 0 

1 1 0 0 0 

6 9 3 3 3 

Ohi2 = 10.3 d.f. = 12 p = 0.59 

*No setts ~ere foQnd on s1opes.of less than 19° inclination. 

42 

ROW 
TO'l'AL 

4 

4 

2 

N = 24 
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12. rl'HE EASE OF DIGGING OF THE SOIL (.SEE NOTJi; BELOW). 

3 - 6 1 - 10 11 - 14 15 - 18 19 - 22 ROW 
TOTAL 

STATUS 

UNOCC 1 8 4 1 2 16 

VISIT 1 2 1 0 0 4 

occ 2 3 2 0 0. 1 

BREED 1 l 0 0 0 2 

COLUMN 
5 14 1 TOTAL 1 2 N "" 29 

Chi2 "" 6.1 d. f. = 12 p ... 0.91 

13. THE PERCENTAGE OF CLAY PLUS SILT IN THE SOIL. 

3 - 5 6 - 8 9 - 11 12 - 15 ROW 
,,- TOTAL 

STATUS 

UNOCC 2 2 6 4 14 

VISIT 0 2 2 0 4 

occ 0 3 0 0 3 

BREED 0 2 0 0 2 

OOLUMN 
2 9 8 TOTAL 4 N = 23 

C. .. d.2 = l3.:t d.:f. = 9 p ;·. 0.15 

N.B. The ease of digging was measured in terms of the. depth of penetration 

{ems.) of a 1" by 1" blunt softwood stake, for 25 blows of a 500 g. hammer. 
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4.ii. 

f. Discussion. 

Table 4.1 indicates the nature of the differences, in 

the factors measured, as compared to the four activity 

classes; these differences are suJtLmarised in fig. 4.3. 

The prefrermcas referred to only indica·te whether or not 

a sett is likely to be occupied, '"ithin the present 

study area. Those variables which are correla·ted may 

either be acting as correlates of the same ultimate 

facor, or acting lndividually, the correlation between 

them being unrelated to their relationship to sett status. 

The interrelated factors are thus considered in pairs. 

The preference for well drained soils has been noted 

in the introduction (p. 23), as has the fact that setts 

tend to be close to the edge of woodland (also p. 23). The 

preference for drier soils may result from either the need 

for a dry sett, i.e. comfort, or from ther·e being less 

chance of the set·t flooding. It is unlikely that the 

tend<lncy for the setts to be near the edge of woodland a/ 

is related to the choice of drier soils, since although 

there may be mecha:nis~s of interaction, the preference 

for occupying the setts on drier soils is also shown 

amongst those setts situated in open ground. The fact 

that occupied setts tend to be close to the edge of 

-.. 
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1voodland m ay result from eit~her ·the need for mixed feeding 

or from the nature of the land use in the study area, i.e. 

the tops of slopes ·tend to form woodland boundaries. This 

will be discussed la·ter (see sec·tion 6, p. 99) in the light 

of evidence from the analysis of diet. 

The preference for an intermediate amount of clay plus 

silt may ·resul·t fr:om either the mechanical properties of 

the soil, or from an interaction with soil drainage; this 

interaction was not observed in ·the present admittedly · 

biased santple. Tunnels dug in a very sandy substrate wi:l 

tend to cave in, whereas tunnels dug in a substrate with 

a high clay content l'll'ill be difficult to dig, and may. be 

liable to flooding in certain positions. The fact tha-t 

the setts are dug in a su b.strate l'll'ith some clay present, 

indicates a comprondse between these two tendancies. The 

in·teraction l..rith horizontal convexity may result from 

either a correlation of·the slope type with ·the nature of 

the substrate, or from the convex slopes being inherently 

suitable. Convex slopes may ·be preferred bacause it is 

less likely that surface water will drain into a sett on 

a horizontally convex slope, than on a horizontally 

concave slope. 

Distance to \'ll'ater is only found to be .significant when 

the breeding setts {including the Durham School sett) are 

-.. 
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compared with ·the unoccupied, visited and occupied setts; 

this tendency could result from an increased need for 

water by the sow during lactation, and because when the 

cubs first come above ground they are unable to travel as 

far from the se·tt as the adults. Since distance to water 

is only an importan·t parameter for breeding setts it is 

likely ·tha·t the relationship with ease of digging is due 

to the biased nature of the sample. The preference for 

harder soils is better described as a preference for 

firmer soils. Th:is. prefei .. ence is probably due ·to the 

mechanical properties of the soil, i.e. the substrate 

will hold up well (see previous page). 

The tendency for active setts to be near pa·ths results 

from the fact that paths run along breaks of slope, and 

there is a tendency for active setts to be near the upp·er 

breaks of slope. the latter tendency c.ould be due to the 

need to keep above the water table, parrticularly in the 

river bank se·tts, and this need may be important in the 

river bluff setts, depending on the capilarity of the 

fluvio-glacial sand.and the pa-ttern of ground water 

flm..r. 

In conclusion the changes within ·the classes of activity 

shm'l that. there is a preference for occupying a well drained 

set·t that is in a substrate which produces tunnels which 
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"hold up" well, is close to ·the upper break of slope, and 

is probably close ta·the edge of woodland. In addition, if 

it is a breeding sett it is likely to be within reasonable 

reach of water, i.e. less than approximately 60 m frnm 

water. It should be noted tha·t all the setts found in the 

study area \'lere on slopes. 



4. iii. 

SOCIAL FACTORS. 

a. Irrtroduction. 
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Spa·tial s·tructure in vertebra·te and in invertebrate 

populations is a common phenomenon, and is often simply 

described as spacing OI' terri toral:Lty, and not examined 

per ~. T\170 examples ,,here the spa·tial dis·tribu·tion of 

bird populations have been examined in rela-tion to behaviour 

are the studies of Patterson (1965) and Krebs (1971). 

Patterson ( 19 65) found tha·t in Black-headed Gulls, nests 

were agg1•egrated int~o colonies and w·ithin a colony evenly 

distributed. Krebs ( 1971) showed ·t.ha·t in Grea·t Tit.s the 

nests \'17ere spaced a-t grea·ter dis·tances than expected by 

chance. The cause of the spatial structure was arrti

predator behaviour and territorial behaviour respectively. 

There have been few s·tudies of the spa·;;ial distributions 

of mammal burrows. Clall'ke (1956) examined the distribution 

of Cy'nomys burrows, using King's (1955) data, and found 

nega·ti ve grouping i.e. the burrows liere fur·ther a.(•:ilr"'l~ 

than expec·ted by chance, which Clark (1956) considered 

was related to the social behaviour of Cyno~s · • In this 

context the burrow can be considered as the focus of the 

home range of the animal, and as such social behaviour 

will be reflected in the distribution of the burrm'l7s. 

The studies men·tioned above related the spatial 

pa·ttern to the observed behaviour, and except Krebs (1971), 

dealt with reasonably homogeneous habitats. Since the 



so 

badger set·ts do not occupy a homogeneous habitat and no 

information was available concerning the behavioural 

in·teractions, random distances have ·to be derived so as 

to take into account ·the nature of the study area, and 

the behaviour has to be inferred from ·the previous s-tudies. 

In the previous section ( 4. ii. f. p. .4.5-48) it 

was concluded ·that the oecupation of t.he setts ,...-as 

affected by the physical parameters of ·the habi·tat. 

However since some occupied setts have become unoccupied, it 

must be assumed that physical fac·tors alone do not 

necessarily determine whe·ther or not a given set·t is 

occupied. Set·ts could become unoccupied because of chang<~s 

in the physical factors or because of changes ,...-ithin the 

badger population such as a drop in p."Jpulation, a change 

in the population structure, or an interaction between ·the 

characteris·tics of the population and social behaviour. 

It is less likely that spatial organisation would result 

through habi·tat changes, since these are likely to be 

r·andom with respect to neighbouring set·ts, than throug-h 

social behaviour. Hence the aim of this part of the study 

is to infer ·the badgers social behaviour from the spatial 

organisation of the se·tts. 
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4. iii. 

b. Methods . 

The method of spa·tial analysis used is that of near 

neighbour analysis, reviewed by Southlvood ( 1966, p. 39-43) . 

Clark and Evans (1954), and Thompson (1956) give formulae 

for ·the near neighbour distances that would be expec·ted 

from a uniform i.e. hexagonal, and from a random distribu-

tion, which resul·ts from some factor causing repulsion 

between points such as competition or territoriality, will 

give greater near neighbour distances than expected by 

chance. These dis·tances are derived from a model lvhich 

assumes a uniform habitat. Since the habita·t in ·the present 

study is non-uniform, thase formulae are not applicable, 

_:- but they do hmvever give the expecte:l direction of an effect. 

In the present study "random" near neighbour distances 

were produced by ·two methods, referred ·to in future as 

type one and type tloJ'O random. The method used to produce 

·the type one randc!:'. distances involved "occupying" at-

random i.e. by the use of random numbers .• those setts that 

1 
had been occupied in the past or present surveys , so as 

to produce a sample of the same size as the number of 

occupied sett·s in ·the given year. The points for the type 

1 
Since any missing sett would bias the results of the 

spatial analysis of a small sample (I. Evans, pers. comm.), 

the setts in the fork of the Al67 & Al050 are not 

included in the analysis (see Census, Methods p.7). In 

future the text refers to the limited study area to the 

east of the two roads. 

....._ 
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two random dis·tances ,.,ere produced by randomly 

generating setts in 50 by 50 mo blocks of the study area. 

These 50 by 50 mo blocks were delimi·ted according to 

some of the parameters found, in the previous section, 

to affect se·tt s·tatus. The substrat~e type could not be 

measured so it \'las assumed that set·ts could exist on slopes 

or banks, on any substr·ate type except boulder clay and 

bedrock, in areas ,.,here these \vere either flat or convex 

in ·the horizontal plane, \vithin 20 m. of the upper break of 

slope, and within 80 m 0 of ·the edge of \voodland. The near 

neighbour dis·tances in the random sample \vere calculated 

as for the observed data. The type one random distances 

represent an unduly restricted sample, and the type two 

random dis·tances represent a sample in which ·the conditions 

are not sufficiently strictly defined. Thus the results 

. .1(: from the two are expected' to give an approximation to the 

actual patterning ca~sed by the habitat. 

The distance.:: between the setts were measured if they 

were less than 100 m. and calculated from the formula below 

if they were greater than 100 mo 

D .. =) (X. - "X.) 2 + (Y. - y .)
2 

~J 1 J 1 J 

Where D .. is the distance between the i th and J.th sett 
1J 

respectively. The dis·tance calcula·ted is the straight line 

distance in the horizontal plane. No allowance has been 

made for slope, or curvature . Hmtever most badger paths 

run alon#easonably straight lines, and \Y'hen the distance 

is greater than 100 mo, the distance calculated is an 

approximation to the distance likely to be travelled by a 

badger_. For a ten per cent 0 error in the actual straight 

line distance a curved bank of radius 65 mo or a slope of 

....... 
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angle 27° is required. Since these figures are ·tm'/ards 

the extremes in the s·tudy area, an error of around ·ten 

per cent. may be assumed. 

The analy~ considers the firs·t near neighbour 

distances for the occupied and breeding setts, found in 

all the surveys. These are compared with a type one 

random distribution. No statistics are given, since the 

sample is small and the statis·tical distribution is 

difficul-t; to describe. The first five near neighbours are 

examined for the visited, occupied and breeding setts 

found in all the surveys. All the surveys are compared wi·th 

a t:.ype one random sample and the 197 5 survey j_s also 

compared l11ith the ·type b'io random dis·tribui:;ion. The 

distributions of distances are compared using a chi 2 test, 

the distribu·tions being divided into frequency classes of 

multiples of 100 m. 

th The details of interpreta·tion of the n near 

are given in 'rhompson (1956). The use of the nth ne.ar 

neighbour gives informa·tion about moPe than one level of 

struc·ture. An example is shown below, in ·this case \'/here 

there is a strong tendency for points to be grouped in pairs. 

. . 

. : 
.. 

Distance. 

Popula·tion. 1 2 3 4 

o= Random 
x= Observed 

5 6 

Nearest Neighbour. 
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'£he phenomena shown in t;ha example overleaf can be gener-

alised ·to clusters of n points, w-here the first n-1 near 

th neighbours will be closer ·than expec·ted, the n near 

neighbour will be spaced at random, and the next n-1 will 

be closer ·than random et !!.~ . . 

th Since the interpretation of the n near neighbour 

distances involves th.e consider·ation of clusters, wi·thin the 

distribu-tion of poin·ts; it is useful to have an al·ternative 

me·thod of determining clus·tering, so as ·to aid in·terpre.:.-

ation of the near neighbour analysis. The following method 

was suggested by I. Evans {pers. comm.). It consists of 

finding the two poin·ts w·hich are closest together, and 

determining their centroid. The procedure is repeated on a 

new set of points, consis·ting of the uncombined points, and 

the centroids of the points that have been combined. This 

procedure is repeated until all points and cen·troids of 

points have been combined. The resul·ts are presented as a 

dendrop;:'"'am. An e:r.ample of the P.•>o of the P"'='·:>Cedure is sho\'r1 

below, and the r~su.lting dendrogram is sho\\'n over. 

Procedure. 

Stage. Points Joined. 
F 

A B 1 A + B 
E 

2 E + F 

3 c + D 

4 (A + B) + (E + F) 
c 

D 5 ((A -t B) + {E +:F)) + (c + n) 

Population of Points, 

Represented by Letters. 



It can be seen from this example 

the manner in \V"hich ·the method 

gives an indication of the group

ing of poin·ts. Alt~hough this 

method is not amenable to stat~is

ical analysis, it gives a good 

estimation of ·the struc·ture of 
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Dendrogram. 

the distribution. It has the advantage of not making any 

assumptions as to the exact relationship bet\..reen social 

interactions and distance, except that interac·tion.s are 

A 

B 

E 

F 

c 

D 

more likely to occur between setts that are closer together. 

The method also shol..rs the arrangmen·t of visi·ted, occupied 

and breeding setts. 
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4. l.J.J.. 

c. Results. 

Fig 4-4 shows the histograms of the near neighbour 

distances for the occupied, and breeding setts, for all 

three surveys, compared wi·th ·the type one random distances. 

In the results for 197 5 there are more near ne :.ghbour dist

ances in the range 400 - 499 m. than in the random sample; 

the distances in ·the range 0 - 99 m. come from the Maiden 

Castle setts. The histograms of distances for the 1971 se·tts 

are similar to the random sample. The near neighbour 

distances for ·the 1968 set·ts are g1•eatei' than the random 

sample, there again being a peak in the range 400- - 499 r.t., 

which is more marked than in 1975. 

Figs. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 show the dendrograms, 

displaying the arrangement of the visited, occupied and 

breeding setts for all th-e surveys. The dendrogram for tha 

1975 setts shows five pairs of setts, three groups of three 

setts and one single sett. The dendrogram for the 1971 setts 

shO\'IS four groups of four se·tts, one gl'Oup of three set-r.s, and 

one signle sett. The dendrogr·am for the 1968 setts shows one 

group three setts, three groups of two setts and four single 

setts, which may form pai'ts of higher groupings. With one 

exception, WW2 + GH15, the 1975 dendrogram shows pairs or 

triplets consisting of at least one occupied or breeding 

sett. A similar pattern is hown in the 1971 dendrogram. 

The pattern is similar in 1968, except for the single setts 

and a triplet of setts, GH13 + GH21 + GH12, which are all 

visited. 
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Fig 4. 8 shO\..,rs graphically the first five mean near 

neighbour distances, for the visited, occupied and breeding 

setts for each of the three surveys. The significant 

differences between the observed distances and the type one 

or type t\110 random distances are also shown. Histograms of 

these distances are shown in figs. 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. 

These are for the 1975 near neighbour distances compared 

with the type one, and type two random samples, and for the 

1971, and 1968 near neighbour distances compared with the 

type one random sample respectively. 

The 1975 mean near neighbour distances show a 

distinc·t patterning (fig. 4. 8, upper graph) , compared with 

the type one random mean near neighbour distances; ·this 

difference is significan-t for the second (p=O .031} and the 

fourth {p=0.024) near neighbours, and is close to significance 

for ·the fifth near neighbour (p=O .053). The shape of the 

g1 .. aph indicates that there is a tendency to form pairs of 

setts. The means of the 1975 near neighbour distances are 

all significantly different from the means of the type two 

ran donr near neighbour distances. It should be noted that 

the shapes of the curves of the mean type one and type 

two near neighbour distances are similar, although ·the 

type one random means are greater. The 1971 mean near 

neighbour distances are less than the type random mean near 

neighbour distances {fig. 4.8, middle graph). However only 

the mean of the fifth near neighbour is significantly less. 1 

1 • Although ·the means lmuld appear similar in fig. 4. 8, the 

distributions are different; see fig. 4.11, bottom histogram. 

wms m:;:::c::;;: *'"'·""""' LISUL&b:lll~::::a::<.-·_..,._ .... .....,..~ 
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dis·tribution. The dis·tribu·tions of the first ·three near 

neighbour distances in 1968 (fig. 4 .12) are similar ·to ·those 

produced by the type one random sample. The fourth and 

fifth near neighbour dis·t.ributions show peaks at 500 -

599 m which are no·t present in the type one near neighbour 

distributions, the fourth near neighbour distribution being 

significan·tly different from the ·type one random near 

neighbour distribu·tion, 

In general the results show that the patterning 

changes from year to year. The occupied and breeding setts 

in 1968 and 1975 are overdispersed. The setts tend to 

form groups, the mean group sizes being 2.2,3.3 and 1.9 

from ·the dendrograms, and the group sizes suggested by the 

near neighbour analysis are two, four and four, for the 

years 197 5, 1971. .. and 1968 respectively. The fourth near 

neighbour distributions of the visited, occupied and breeding 

sett sh0\'1' peaks between 400 and 599 m., l'l'hen compared with 

the corresponding type one random sample. near neighbour· 

distribu·tions. The g·raphs of the 1968 and 1971 mean near 

neighbour distances (fig. 4.8) tend to be more peaked than 

the type one random mean distances 0 I~omparison to the 

type two random sample the observed mean near neighbour 

distances and ·the type one random mean near neighbour 

distances are greater, suggesting that either badgers do not 

exploit all the possible sites for setts or that the criteria 

used to delimi·t the suitable area are not adequate o 
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4. iii. 

d. Discussion. 

The results shm-1 that not onty does ·the spatial 

distribution differ from random and change from yeC!-r to year, 

but also the dis·tribution and ·the changes in time are 

complex. The near neighbour distances of ·the occupied and 

breeding se·tts are grea-ter ·than ·the type one random dist

ances in 1968, and ·to a certain exten·t are grea·ter than ·the 

type one random distances in 1975. Even spacing, which is 

a consequence of grea·ter ·than random near neighbour dist

ances, has been no·ted in the distribu·tion of setts in 

Wytham \tood, near Oxford (Sou·thern, 1964). The distances, 

between these se·tts, have more recently been analysed by 

H. Kruuk (pers. conun.) . His resul·ts show significan-t 

overd.ispersion, the mean near neighbour distance being 600 m; 

hOl'iever this comparison \'las made wi·th random distances; 

calculated on the assumption of a uniform habitat (see p. 51) . 

The near neighbour analysis and the dendrograms, 

both of which :included visited as well as occupied breeding 

se·tts, show grouping of ·the se·tts. Both these methods of 

analysis ·give group sizes in ·the range ·t~"o to four. The 

results of the near neighbour analysis and the dendrograms 

are similar in 197 5 and 197 5, but not in 1968 l'ihere the near 

neighbour analysis gives a group size of four,.and the 

dendrogram gives a mean group size of four, and the dendrogram 

gives a mean group size of 1.9. T~is difference is probably 

due to higher order groups being missed on the dendrogram 

{see p.56); the higher figure, of four, is more likely to be 

correct. The groups of setts, with a few exceptions, consist 
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of a large occupied or breeding se·tt .. , surrounded by one 

or more smaller visited or occupied se·tts. This pa·ttern 

may be described as a main sett, surrounded by a satellite 

sett or setts. The definition of a sett, used in t.he 

present study (sec-tion 3.1, p.S), was only intended ·to indi.c;,:-

a-te physical separation. It is suggested that the se·t·ts are 

aggrega·ted, even though the first near distances of the 

visi·ted, occupied and breeding setts are not significantly 

less than the type one random first near neighbour dist-

ances. Although ·there are no behavioural studies in depth 

of interactions between badgers of neighbouring setts, 

anecdotal evidence, e.g. from Neal (1948), and personal 

observa·tion suggest that there are frequent social inter-

actions, be·tween badgers of neighbouring se·tts. Hence i·t 

is suggested that the aggregated groups represen·t social 

units. 

The fourth and fifth near neighbour distribu·tions 

of the visited, occupied and breecli ng setts show peaks in 

·the range 400 -. 599 m.; th·~se peaks are not present, in 

either the type one random (all surveys)', or the type two 

random ( 197 5) fourth and fifth near neighbou1., distributions. 

The peaks in ·the obs_~rved near neighbour distributions 

suggest tha·t thare is a tendency towards regularity, despite 
. -··" 

the fact that only the 1975 mean fourth near neighbour 

distance is significan·tly greater, than ·the corresponding 

mean random near neighbour dis·tance. 

Regularity in spacing is q consequence of competition
1

, 

1. See p. 49 for other examples of spatial distributions in 

vertebrates. 

--r·. 
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which is usually brought abou·t by agonistic behaviour·. 

However I have no·t ei·ther in ·the field, or referred to in 

the li·tera·ture any agonistic behaviour be·tween badgers of 

neighbouring sett groups. The probable mechanism of 

competition is scent mar•king, using ·the periferal latrines. 

H. Kruuk {pers. conun.) found that when badgers were fed 

food, labelled with plastic markers, the markers appeared 

in ·the la·trines, marking_ ·the boundary between the set·t groups, 

to which ·the food lV"as fed. Eisenberg and Kleiman {1972) 

in a revielV' of olfactory communication in mammals no·te 

that when scen·t marking is used, boundary disputes are 

infrequently observed. The reasons for the observed spacing 

will be considered later {see Sec·tion 6, p. 90 ) , in the light 

of evidence from the analysis of diet. 

The spatial pattern shol.,rs changes in t.ime. The near 

neighbour dis·tances of the occupied and breeding setts, 

change from grea-ter than random in 1968, to almost random 

in 1971, "i.~o slightl~,- greater -t.han rand~m in 19·7 5. The ''t~aP 

group sizes shown by the dendrograms change from 1.9 in 

1968, to 3. 3 in 1971, ·to 2. 2 in 197 5. Al-though the figures 

from the near neigh~our analysis of the visited, occupied 

and breeding are at variance lV"ith t~he dendrogram figu.res, 

there is cer·tainly an increase in group size in 1971, compared 

with both 1968 and 1975. The peaks in the observed fourth 

near neighbour dis-tributions show a shift from 500 - 599 m. 

in 1968, to 400 - 499 in 1975 and 1971, though the peak is 

less prominent in ·the latter year. It would seem tha-t the 

spa-tial pattern is changing in a coheran·t manner, possibly 

in response, to food availability or ·to in·terference with 

the se·tts i.e. digging or grassing. These explanations 

..... _ 



will be discussed further (Section 6, p. 97), in 

the light of evidence from the analysis of diet. 
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5. i. 

INTRODUCTION. 

DIET 

Food is a possible determinant of habi·tat 
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selection in badgers (Section 4.i, p. 22 ) , and hance it 

is relevant to study the food of the badger within the 

study area. Nos·t rnanunals ·take a .range of food items, 

although there are a few examples of mammals where the 

range is res·tricted by diet e.g. the koala, Phascolarctos 

cinereus, lihich feeds exclusively on various species of 

Eucalyptus (Ewer, 1968, p.29). Mammals are constrained in 

·their choice of food by their dentition, their digestive 

system and physical build. Early learning also plays an 

irnpor·tant. part in adaptive changes within these limits. 

Ewer ( op. si·t.) gives many examples of such changes. 

There have been fe\i studies on the feeding behaviour 

of the badger, for reasons already sta·ted (p .1), however 

there are many anecdo·tal descriptions e.g. Neal ( 1948) 

describes badgers feeding on a wasp's nest-. The main method 

of acquiring da·t.a on the badgers diet has been the examina·t -

ion of faeces, e.g. Neal (1948), Bradbury (1974) and 

Notini ( 1948). Badgers tend to ea·t only the soft parts of 

manunals and birds, e.g. carefully skinned hedgehogs have 

been sta·ted to be a sign of the badgers presence in an area 

(Southern, 1964); hence bones and large pieces of fur or 

fea·thers are unlikely to appear in ·the faeces. Therefore 

careful examination of single hairs and parts of fea·th~rs, 

by the use of Day's (1966) key, is likely to give a better 

.indication of the contribution of ver·tebra·tes to the badger's ...... 
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diet. Plant epider•:.nal frag.rnents have also been examined, 

since by an analgous argtunent ·to the above, ·this method 

is likely to give a be·tter indication of the contribution 

of fleshy plants ·to ·the badgert s die·t. 

&L.P-·£511!L-"LiWS!i&G!!iim.-4:::a&E-. .-i& mmx-
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5. ii. 

METHODS. 

The samples were collec·ted from latrines located 

ten and seven me·tres from ·the se·tts H6 a:nd RB8 resp-ectively, 

·the locations of which are shown on map 2 .1 (p. 6) . The 

la·trines were inspec·ted, and ·the scats if any-, were 

collected at approximately weekly intervals between the 

da·tes 15:5:1975 and 30:8:1975 for the sett H6, and be·tween 

the da·tes 15: 6: 197 5 and 30: 8: 197 5 for the set·t RB8. Samples 

were found on all of the 16 occasions that the sett H6 was 

visited, and on seven of the eleven occasions that the set·t 

H6 was visi·ted. The numbers, the condition, and ·the d."J.tes 

of collection of ·the scats are given in Appendix 6. 

The method that follo·ws was adapted from 1--IacDougall 

{ 197 5) and Voth and Black ( 197 3) . On collection the sca·ts 

were preserved by freezing. When requi1,ed for analysis, 

they \\·ere thawed in 70% ethanol, so as ·to dissolve the 

pigments in the plant epidermal fragments. The sample was 

t!-.c.: 1.1 suslJ.:.n-Jed in ;;he 707~ ~-· L.-.r.ol, a· .. J passed ·thrcugl". ct. 0 . ..J lillll 

(square hole side) nylon sieve. The material retained by 

the sieve was sorted with the aid of a binocular microscope. 

The sieve retained such material as whole plant fragments, 

fibrous plant; material, soil, earthl\'orms, insects, parts of 

feathers, hair and bone. A record \\'as made im·medi;;rtely of 

the macroscopic invertebr•ate remains. The ver·tebrate remains 

were kept for later analysis. 

The hair and fea·ther fragments \V"ere iden·tified with 

the aid of Day's ( 1966) key. These w·ere cleaned in 70% 

ethanol. 
, 

Whole mounts were made in Berlese solution. And in 
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addit~ion ·th·~ individual hai1 ... s were sec·tioned by hand, wi·th 

the aid of polyporous strip. Gelatine casts of hair \'/ere 

made according to Dayts (1966) method. Reference slides of 

badger hair \-'/ere prepared by t~he above me·thods, since 

badger hair was not included in Day's (1966) key. 

Pho·tomic.rographs of these slides are shown in Appendix 2. 

The material which passed through ·the sieve was 

centrifuged at approximately 2,000 r.p.m. for 60 seconds 

and re-suspended in 10% 1'1t/vol sodium hydroxide. The 

resulting suspension was placed in a boiling water bath 

for 30 minutes, centrifuged a second time, the sodiwn 

hydroxide decanted, and the sediment re-suspended in ·three 

times i·ts own volume of distilled water. This suspension 

was spread on to 18 by 40 mm slides, and examined for 

fragments of plant epidermis. Any fragments of insect 

exoskeleton, or any earthl,rorm chaetae l1fere also recorded. 

Any quan·ti·ta·tive estimation, by faecal analysis, of the 

plant species conswned by an animal, requires data from 

feeding ·:;}XPf":·im~:--ts ,... .1 eapt.i ve ar.lm2 J.s so <..s to detf:··7 .::.ne 

the relative digestibility of soft and hard ma·terials e.g. 

Vo·th and Black's ( 197 3) study on Canadian mountain beavers, 

or Stewartts (1968) study on East African ungulates. Hence 

in ·t:1.c present. study each species of plant found, by faecal 

analysis, to be consttmed was recorded as present~ or absent. 

The follmdng technique l'las used foi' coun·ting the f1•agmen·ts 

of epidermis of each species occuring on the slides. The 

material on 
/ at leas·t ten slides was · counted, and the species present 

were recorded. Coun·ting was then continued beyond this 

minimtun un·til either all the material had been used, or five 

fragments of ·the least abundant species observed had been 

recorded; if all the ma·terial was used 
' 

.g . . ... IEAlWW-iJSWt 

all the species 
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present were recorded as such. 

I 
Reference photomic.tfgraphs were .made (see appendix ;, 

I 

4), of ·the epidermis of 30 species of herbs and grasses 

1 conunon in the area . The photomicrographs are ei·ther of 

simple wet preparations, cellulose casts (Rwnex acetosa 

and R. conglomerata), or of specimens soaked in 70% ethanol, 

to remove pigments from the epidermis (e.g. Juncus effusus). 

Also ·the1,e were available a selection of photographs, 

prepared for a study on Roe Deer by Linton (unp!lblished), 

which showed the epidermis of grasses, common mosses, and 

the leaves of common trees. From these photographs and 

those mentioned above a brief key, which is given in 

Appendix 4, was prepared. 

The difference in frequency ·of the items which 

occurred in the faeces, were compared using the chi
2
test. 

Sin-~~.;; tiL .sam_t.Jle: was small, all(J. in the case of a a.ingle 

species there was a two by t\~o contingency table, the exact 

chi 2 test (Bailey, 1959) was used. For comparisions of more 

than one species the chi
2 

distribution was used. The 

probability was calcula·ted from the formula below: 

p:. = (A ·l B) I . ( C+D ) ! (A +D)! (B + D)! 

N!A!B!C!D! 

Where p is the associated probability, N is the sample size, 

and A, B, C, and D represent the frequencies ·of the different 

c~lls of the contingency table shown overleaf: 

1. Nomenclature and identification from Keble Martin (1965). 
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c D C + D 

A + C B + D N 

In order to determine ·the origin of some of the items, 

such as Festuca which occured in ·the faeces, an associa-tion 

matrix of all the species was produced. The probability 

of eac~ association was calcala·ted using the exact chi 2 

test, as above. Fagerts (1957) index of association \1Tas 

calculated, according ·to the formula below: 

1 AB = 2J 
nA + nB 

Where 1AB is the index of association, J is ·the number of 

joint I nA is the number of I of species 
1., 

occur~nces, occu.rances {' 

A, and the of J of species B. The 
I 

nB number occurances 

statistical test on this index ~-.;\s not used, becaur;\"1 the 

nature of the·sample was inappropriate (Southern, 1966}. 



s. iii. 

RESULTS. 

~rables 5 .1 and 5. 2 shmv the con·tribution ·that each 

i·tem made to the badger's diet, as shown by the analysis 

of the faeces. Table 5.1 gives the comparitive diet of 

the two setts, RB8 and H6, and table 5.2 gives the occurance 

of i·tems in the diet for each month of ·the study; ·the raw 

data for these tables is given in Appendix 6. Table 5.3 

shows the results, g:roouped so as ·to enable comparison with 

Neal's (1948) -data (see.p.BBfor a-discussion of this.t~ble). 

Fig. 5 .1 shows the association ma·trix of the differ·ent 

.food items found in ·the faeces, and the associated exac·t chi
2 

probabilities are given in table 5.4, together with Fager's 

(1957) indices of association. 

During t;he study f_our differen·t unrecognisable 

fJ•agmen·ts of plant epidermis 1qere found. One bone, a femur 

of length 4. 5 nun, was found. Although ·this was not 

iden·tified per ~' there was hair adhering to it, lvhich 

was identified as rralpa. Soil \vas presen·t in 30% ( 9) and 

fibrous plant material in 50% (15) of the samples. 

There was no overall statistical difference between 

2 . 
the food taken at each sett (chi = 12.24, d.f. = 20, 

p- 0.94). However individual items did differ: cereal 

' ' . 
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(p = 0.05), and possibly Arvicola (p = 0.08). The 

data for all the food items, except cereal and Arvicola, 

was combined to analyse ·the difference in food ·taken in 

each month. There was a significant tendency for the 

amount of Sorex (p = 0.03), Apodemus (p = 0.04), and 

Oryctolagus (p = 0 .01) to increase during ·the period of 

the study. The amount of Trifoliunt showed a significan·t 

peak in June (p = 0.02). The probabilities for all the 

monthly differences are given in table 5.2. 

The association matrix {fig. 5.1) shows the 

si~nificant associations fou:1d between species. Nega·ti ve 

associations are shown, but should be interpreted \'lith 

caution, because of the small size, and b-~cause of ·the 

he·t.erogeneity of the habitat from which ·the "samples" were 

taken (Fager, 1957). 

..... .. 
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NUMERICAL OCCURRENCE OF I'rEi-.tS IN THE FAECES OF BADGERS; THE RESULTS 

ARE SHmm FOR THE SETTS, H6 AND RB8, SEPARATELY AND COMBINED. 

FOOD ITEM 

So rex. 

Apodemus. 

Talpa.. 

Arvioola.. 

Or.yotola.gus. 

Earthworm. 

Insect. 

End.ymion. 

Allium. 

Rumex. 

Plantago. 

Trifolium. 

Luzula.. 

Junou.s. 

Pt~O:ttuca. 

Desohampaia. 

Bromus. 

·~· 
Berries. 

Root (conifer). 

Cereal. 

S.Af.tPLE SIZE. 

H6 

2 

3 

2 

0 

2 

11 

6 

5 

4 

9 

5 

8 

1 

2 

11 

5 

8 

1 

2 

2 

1 

22 

RB8 

0 

0 

0 

2 

1 

3 

2 

1 

1 

3 

3 

2 

1 

2 

4 

1 

2 

1 

1 

0 

3 

1 

COM DINED 

2 

3 

2 

2 

.3 

14 

8 

6 

5 

12 

8 

10 

8 

4 

15 

6 

10 

2 

3 

2 

4 

29 

0.97 

0.74 

0.97 

0.08 

0.74 

0.91 

Oa67 

0.95 

0.73 

0.72 

0.58 

0.93 

0.67 

0.50 

0.91 

0.95 

0.93 

0.97 

0.74 

0.91 

0.04 

The following items occurred only once: Quercus pollen, at such a 

density as·to have come from eating the flowers (15:5•75), and a passer

iform feather(l2:6:75), from H6;. a.mqss fragment {2•8•75) from RB8. 

1. The probability, from the exact chi2, of the food taken at the two setts 

being.different in composition. 
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TABLE 5.2. 

THE t4:0N'fHLY OCCURENCE OF FOOD ITEl·IS IN THE FAECES OF BADGERS, FUR 

THE SETTS H6 AND RB8, COMBINED EXCEPT FOR ~ICOLA A.ND CEREAL (SEE P. 79 ). 

DATES OF COLLECTION ARE SHOWN IN APPENDIX 6. 

FOOD ITEM fi1AY JUNE JULY AUGUST p(CHI2)* p(TAU)+ 

So rex. 0 0 0 2 0.13 0.03 

Apodemus. 0 0 1 2 0.33 0.04 

Talpa. 0 1 0 1 0.71 0.35 

Oryctolagus. 0 0 0 3 0.03 0.01 

H6 0 0 0 0 
Arvicola. 

RB8 0 1 1 0 .. 62 0.12 

Earthworm. 3 5 3 3 0.26 0.07 

Insect. 0 4 2 2 0.57 0.50 

Endymion. 2 1 2 1 0.17 0.16 

Allium. 0 2 2 1 0.76 0.44 

Rumex. 1 4 2 5 0 .. 48 0 .. 19 

Plantago. 1 3 2 2 0.98 0.37 

Trifolium. 0 1 1 2 0.02 0.14 

Luzula. 0 4 2 2 0.57 0.50 

Juncus. 1 0 2 1 0.33 0.43 

Festuca. 2 7 3 3 0.40 0.07 

Deschampsia. 1 1 3 1 0.44 0.46 

Bromus. 0 5 2 3 0.39 0.42 

Po a. 0 0 2 0 0.13 0.32 

Berries. 0 1 2 0 0.37 0.45 

Root (conifer). 0 1 1 0 o. 71 0.35 

H6 0 1 0 0 
Cereal. 

RBB 1 2 0 0.25 0.43 

H6 4 8 5 5 
SAMPLE SIZE 

RB8 2 3 2 

TOTAL SAMPLE 4 10 8 7 

* Chi 2 test probability. +Probability associated with Kendal.ls Tau • 
...... 
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OCCURRENCE OF FOOD ITElvlS, GROUPED 50 AS '1'0 ENABLE CO:fftPARISION 

WITH NEAL'S (1948) DATA .. BO'l'H NEAL'S (1948) DATA AND THE H6 DATA HAVE. 

BEEN GROUPED BY ltlON'rH. THE H6 DATA HAS BEEN COMBINED": INTO "BROAD" FOOD 

TYPES. 

FOOD ITEM HOLLINGSIDE 6. NEAL (1948) 

MAY JUNE JULY AUG. TOTAL MAY JUNE JULY AUG. 

M.Alll11lALS • 1 1 1 5 8 0. 1 2 ·4 

BIRDS. 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 o· 

IllSECTS. 1 3 1 1 6 1 1 1 6 

EARTH~i0Ih"4S,. 4 1 2 2 9 0 0 0 0 

VEGETABLES., 4 8 4 4 20 2 1 1 1 

CEREAL. 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 ). 

S&"4PLE SIZE. 4 8 5 5 22 2 3 3 8 

TOTAL 

1 

0 

9 

0 

5 

3 

16 
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TABLE 5.4. 

FAGER'S (1957) ASSOCIATIQroJ INDICES {SEEP. 77), AND THE EXACT CHI
2 

PROBABILITIES FOR THE SPECIES PAIRS, INDICATED ON FIG. 5.1. 

SPECIES PAIR PROBABILITY. INDEX OF ASSOCIATION 

Fibre :Festuca. 0.041 0.50 

Qereal . :Plantag_o. 0.049 0.50 

Cereal :Earthworm. 0.042 0.44 

Root (conifer):Luzula. o.o68 0.40 

Berries :Deschampsia. 0.094 0.44 

Berries a Earthworm. 0.099 0.35 

Po a :Deschampsia. 0.036 0.50 

Po a aLuzula. 0.058 0.40 

Bromus aLuzula. 0.046 0.55 

Bromus a Rumex. 0.080 0.15 

Deschampsia :Earthworm. 0.063 0.50 

Festuca :Apodemus. 0.099 

Luzula. a Plantago. 0.047 

Luzula :Rumex. 0.054 0.09 

Trifolium :Insect. 0.056 0.55 

Plantago a Insect. 0.047 

Allium a Insect. 0.099 0.46 

-Negative Association (Fager's (1957) index of association does not 

apply to such associations). 
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5. iv. 

DISCUSSION. 

The data confirm ·that a wide varie·ty of food is 

taken by the badger, over the swtUner months. 'rhis fac·t 

has bee!l observed by several authors e.g. Neal (1948), 

Andersen (1954), Likhachev (1956) and Bradbury (1974). 

Sounds of ea-ting hard food are often heard when 

badgers are feeding, and it is conunonly supposed, tha·t 

these sounds are due to badgers ea·ting snails or slugs. 

However neither radulae nor f:ra.gment.s of shell lofere found 

in the scats examined in the present study. Bradbury (1974) found 
only one scat, in a sample of 800, \ofhich con·tained a 

fragment~ of shell. The shell in this sample was pooi."'lY 

digested, hence the absence of slugs and snails, in ·the 

present study, is unlikely to be an artefact. Wasps are 

also .;onsidered t.o be a '"'.-;.uunon cu:tstit.uent of .;he batigers 

diet, and there are many descriptions of badgers raiding 

wasp's nests e.g .• Neal (1948) and Soper (1955). No remains 

of wasps, either adults or larvae, were found in the sca-ts 

examined in the present study. However a recently raided 

wasps nest was found in the ground of the vet's house; and there 

were very fe\'1 extant \ofasp' s nests in the study area, and 

those nests which were pre~ent tended to be out of reach 

of badgers. Although there are many anecdotal accounts, 

from reliable observers, of badgers eating food from the 
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dustbins of the colleges and ·the school of agriculture 

.. 

(for positions see map 2 .1, p. 7 ) , no remains ·that could 

be a·ttributed to ·this source were found in the scats 

examined in ·the present. study. 

Epidermal fragments and ,.,hole pieces of plants 

appeared frequently in the sca·ts. These remains came 

from plants, which fall into "1.:;\vo classes: first, the 

fleshy plants such as Endymion, Aliium and Rt.unex 

(probably R. acetosa); second, the fibrous plan·ts such as 

Fes·tuca, Deschampsia, and Juncus. The fibrous plan·t 

material, which was found in ·the scats, was of uncertain 

origin, there being only one significant. association with 

a plant, containing a large amount of fibre i.e. with 

Festuca {see Fig. 5 .1) . The fibrous plant ma·terial could 

be t"-.1ker. incickntalJ;·r whilst hJOting arou'1d for e::\r·th-

worms or insects, whilst collecting bedding, or for the 

same ob.scure reason, that domestic carnivores o-ften eat 

grass. The only associa·tion, that would support the firs·t 

hypothesis, is that of Deschampsia with eal"'th\\Torms; however 

this associa·tion is not significant (p = 0 .0~3, table 5. 4) •. 

Since the badgers digestive system is not adapted for 

hal"'d vegetable material, it seems likely that the fibrous 

material is taken for one or ot;her of the above reasons· 
I 
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however ·there is no evidence as to which. There are 

no significant differences in ·the na·ture of tha veget

a·tion, either individually or grouped, th.a·t \1Tas ·taken at 

two setts. However Endymion, Luzula and Deschampsia 

tend to occur in a greater proportion of the samples from 

H6 than from RB8; these differences probably reflec·t the 

different abundances of these sp~cies surrounding the 

two setts. The changes shO\m in ·the amount of Trifolium 

and possibly in ·the amount of . Fes·tuca could reflect the 

changes in palatability of these species. 

The mai·n anima]_ foods taken are earth\17orms, insec·ts 

and ma~nals, in order of decreasing numerical abundance. 

Arvicola and Talpa are no·t usually considered as being 

components of the badger's diet; ·their inclusion may be 

uu.e eit::·.cr ·to ·tJ-: na-ture c··': ·•,.':tc met1c ~·ds userl in ·!-;he 

present study (p. 72), or to the nature of the habitat. 

I have seen no reference in the Li:terature to A1,vicola 

being taken by badgers, hm17ever Soper (1955) gives an 

anecdotal descr•iption, and a se1,ies of sketches, of a 

badger ea·ting a mole. The only bone found \1Tas small 

{p. 78) and was tenta·tively identified as Talpa. The 

size was such, that it may have been from an animal taken 

from the nes·t. The pheno.menf of badgers taking manunals L:tt/ 

from the nest has been noted by Bradbury (1974). He found 
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that the size of Orlc·tolagus scapulae found in ·the sca-ts 

was such as to have come from animals ·taken from the nes·t· 

The monthly figures (table 5.2) show a possible 

tendency for the nwnbers of earthwoi'"'ms, found in ·the 

scats, to decrease over the ·the swmner months (p = 0 .07); 

this tendency has also been observed by K.Bradbury (pers. 

comm.) . There is a significant tendency ·for all mammals, 

excep·t Arvicola, . ·to increase during the course of the 

sununer. Neal ( 1948) found a similar tendency for the 

nwnbers of mammals found in the scats,;·. in his case 

Oryctolagus, to increase during the summer months. The 

swtl.tller of 1945, during which Neal's 1948 data was 

collected, was dry and the study area was much further 

south than Durham. It seems likely that. the number of 

weather, since the latter mon·ths of the present study 

were also dry; a l:i.kely reason for ·the change in ·the 

numbers of earthworms taken is the progressive dessic

ation of the ground, over the SWluneP months. However 

ins~fficient data was available to test this hypothesis 

in ·the present study. 

The latrines from where the sca·ts were collected 

w·ere both close to their respective set·ts. l>'liddle·ton 

and Paget ( 197 4) found ·tha·t, from June to October 
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inclusive, the la"t~rines in ·the inunedia·te vacini·ty of 

·the se·t·t were used very much less of·ten ·than ·th:~se 

30 and 100 yards away. This phenomen;l, if operating 

in ·the present study area, 111ould · o·t only explain 111hy 

so few scats were availa"!Jle, but would imply ·that the 

results are biased ·tm11ards the sow and cubs, in the 

case of H6; since H .Kruulc (pers. com.m.) found, from 

radio--tracking da·ta, tha·t the periferal latrines were 

used as territorial markers. 

The availa~ility of food, the possibility of 

sho1.,.tage, and ·the badger's requirements are considered 

in the final discussion (p. 93). 

' 4 
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DISCUSSION. 

The analysis of the spatial dis·tribtrt:ion gives 

information, which relates to t.he home range of the badger. 

Home range has varied significance, according to the use 

that a particular species makes of its habitat. The most 

significant ·aspect of home range in ·the context of the 

present. study is the core area, as described by Je\vell 

( 1966), which is the part of the rang~ used mos·t by a species, 

and is associated with such features as regular runways 

and burrows. A wider definition of the badger's range would 

have needed to include such aspec·ts as seasonal expansion 

or contraction of the range, and lvould have required at least; 

a year's data. If it is assumed tha-t the badger's range 

is curcular and of radius 400 m (seep. 69), then the spatial 

analysis would indicate tha·t the a:cea of the range is 50 

hectares (124 acres). It is unlikely that badgers cover any 

much greater area when feeding, since ·there are differences, 

al.bei:l·. sm;=~l.1, in the f·.Jod tal·::.er a·t the ·t;.· .. se·tts s~.: ... died i ·. 

the analysis of diet' these two setts being 1. 2 km apar·t. 

It is difficult, wi·thout behavioural evidence, to determine 

whether or not the range is exclusive i.e. whether or. not the 

range represents a territory. H. Kruukts (pers. comm.) data 

g:i,ven on page 70, would support the idea of the range being 

exclusive, for at least part of the year; a suggestion as to 

the mechanism of exclusion is also given on page 7.Q•. If 

badgers from neighbouring sett groups are in fact excluded 

from the range, then it is likely tha·t some resource is being 

defended, rather than ·that there is any .competition for 

suitable sett sites, since these are present in excess (.se.e p. 22} 
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The resource that is most likely to be defended is the 

feeding areas; if these are defended then food in 

in some circumstances might be in short supply. Hence 

the possible produc·t:Lvity of the area and ·the biomass of 

the badgers supported are considered. 

The study area area of five sqw.1 ·e kilomett .. es supports 

20 adult badgers. If Sou·thern' s ( 1964·) figures of <·dnean 

weight (see p. 1) and an equal sex ratio are assumed, then 

·the biomass is likewise 460 g / hectare. The exact 
:'j 

agreement betlveen the "tlw estimates:.biomass is coincidental; . 
''-

bu·t the fact that the biomass in bo·th ins·tances is in ·the 

range 400 to 500 g /hectare js .likely to be significant. 

'rhese figures may be compared with those for oi'.her similar 

sized mammals for example Taxidea taxus (t.he North 

American badger), which is a pure carnivore {Sergeant 

and \varner, 1972) and has a biomass of 62 g I hectare 

{Mohr, 1947), ~Iephi·tis mephi·tis (the str:i.p·~d skunk), which 

range 82 to 318 g I hectare {Verts, 1967), and Cas·tor 

canadensis {-the Canadian moun·tain beaver), which is a 

herbivore (Voth and Black, 1973) and has a biomass of 

6,300 g I hectare {Fitch, 1958). The figures above serve 

to illust~rate that a·t each trophic level, there is less 

production available to the trophic level above, than was 

available from the ·trophic level below. Hence primary 

carnivores will have a lower biomass than herbivores, and 

secondary carnivores. This implies ·that for a given 

individual weight, ·the territory size \vill increase with 

the trophic level. 

From considera·tions which were similar ·to the 

-.. 
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above Schoener (1968) and MacNab (1963) have derived 

formulae, which r.ela·te the home range or ·territory size 

to the weight of the animal or animals, tha·t ·the home 

range or terri·tory s:i.ze to ·the wieght of the animal or 

animals, that the home range 01, ·territory supports. Schoener's 

(1968) formula given belm\' relates ·territory size of 

carnivorous carnivora to their wieght. 

TS = 0.020 W l.4l 

Where TS is the territory size in acres1 and W is the weight 

in grams. If th-e weight of a single ( 12 kg) badger is 

entered into the above formula, ·then the resul·tant territory 

size is 4,570 hectares. 

This figure is considerably greater than that found, and 

would correspond to a circular territory of radius 3.8 km. 

:MacNab ( 1963) describes two feeding classes of croppers and 

hunt.ers; th~se feeding '::lasses cc:."Pespond ·to herbi vo:':'e / 

graminivore, and omnivore / carnivore respectively. By the 

term hunter, MacNab (1963) means an ani.mal ·that actively 

searches for i·ts food, rather than a carnivore. The list of 

species, and their classifications, taken from MacNab (1963) ~ 

are given in appendix 7. MacNab's (lo63) formulae are given 

below: 

R (cropper) = 12.6 w0
· 71 

R {hunter) = 3.02 w0
· 69 

Where R is the area of the range in acres, and \v is the 

weight in kilograms. The resul·tant range sizes are 12.6 

1. Formulae are given in their published form, and later 

converted into metric units. 
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hec·tares (cropper) and 55.3 hectares (hun-ter), for a pair 

( 12 & 11 kg) of badgers. The observed figure was 50 hec·tares 

(seep. 90), for a pair of badgers (12 and 11 kg.) 

~ Thus ·the preductions of the above for·mulae would indicate 
I 

{ 

that ·the size of the badger's range is consistant with tha·t 
I - ., 

of an omnivore .jconsistant with that of an omnivore. 

There are various methods for estima·ting the energy 

requirement of a mammal, see Galley, Petr·usewicz and 

Ryszkm~ski (1975) for a review. Estima·tes have been based 

on the basal metabolic rate (Bi.'IR), the resting metabolic rate 

(~IR) and the average daily me·tabolic ra·te (AD~m.). The BMR 

is the rate of energy ut~ilisa·tion of an inactive animal 

animal at thermoneutrality. The R~1R is tha rate of energy 

utilisation at ambient terperatures; effec·tively it is the 

mm. plus a thermoPegulat o:ry component. The ADMit is ·the ra·te 

I 

of energy utilisation of an active animal, at field temperatures, 

averaged over a 24 hour period. There is no data available 

on ·the badge1 .. , .~ ADNR, .:;ond there is j .:•.sufficient hehavi.ou:c·•-·~-

da-ta available for· an estimate to be made. Hence the 

badger's energy requirement is calculated on ·the basis tha·t 

it is equal to the BJ!.'lR, \V'hils·t ·the badger is in ·the set·t, and 

that it is equal to twice the BJ!.'~ (Brody, 1945) plus a 

thermoregulatory component, whils·t ·the badger is ou·tside the 

sett. 

Iversen (1972) gives a formula for ·the basal metabolism 

of mustelids, \V'eighing more than one kilogram. The formula 

is given below: 

M = 84.6 \V 
0

• 78 



Where ., is the basal metabolic rEtte in kilocalories per 

day {kcal / day), and W is the weight in kg. Thus the basal 

met.ab0lism of ; .. 12 kg. (male} badger \'lould be 588 kcal I da::.r, 

and· ·tb:i basal metabolism of an 11 kg. (female} badger would 

bt: 54··.1 ·~:cal I day. The thermore.:_;·ulat·ory component may be 

calculated from t-he thermal conductance (TC), which is the 

re 1. >':ionship between metabolism and ambient temperature. The 

rc.:d.lo1dng formula is taken frotn Golley, Petrusewicz and 

Ryszkowski (1975, p. 199): 

~c = c·· :·,, ·;, 0 4 To7-0 • 499 
.& • • • .. • .c.C) n 

W'h.e.re TC is in kcal I day per °C, and W is in g:r;>ams. Hence 

for a 1~ kg. (male) badger and for an 11 kg. (female} badger, 

TC ·is 11~87 kca1 I day per °C and 11.38 kcal I day per °C 

r·es·pecti {ly. If a~ average ambient; temperature of 8 °C is 

assumed, then the rate of metabolism for ·thermoregulation 

is· 142 kcal I day for a 12 kg. (male} badger, and 137 kcal I 

day for an lJ kg. (female) badger. If it is assumed that the 

badger spends, on average, half its time outside the sett, 

then til.::" d&"":!.y e11~1'gy ruquirement;s of a pal.l' of bad~ers is 

approximate!~ 1,980 kcal I day. 

'l'l}e ratio assimilation I consumption varies according 

~ry such f~ctors as l~fe cycle. condition and type of food, 

a.nd environmental temperature {Petru.sewicz and McFadyen, 1970); 

there is also considerable variation between individuals of 

any one species {Wiegert, 1965). However information from 

zoo -diets (Alt;man and Dittmer,. 1968) for Melivora capensis 

leuGonta (the H.oney Badger} 1 gives a figure of 0.76 

l.:·H .. ~.:::1pensi~ is a member of the 1-'lelivorinae, a group 

clost:Ly related to the Melinae (Ewer, 197 3) . 



for assimilation I consumption. It is likely ·that this 

figu1 .. e 1v-ould vary wi·th the particular diet of wild 

animals, since wild animals may at time take more 

vegetation, than is fed ·to cup·tive animals; however 

the above figure is asswned. Thus the energy requirement 

for a pair of badgers, from a range of 50 hectares (see 

p. 90) is 2:,605 kcal I day, which is equivalent ·to 

52 kcal I day per hectare of the range. 

For reasons given on page 75 it was not possible 

to es·tima·te how much vegetation 1v-as taken; the same · 

problem also applies to small mammals, insects and to 

a lesser extent earthworms. The energetics of ear·thworms 

~s a badger food will therefore be considered in detail. 

95 

McDonald ( 1976), using infra-red nigh·t viewing equipmeat, 

in mixed 1v-oodland, observed badgers feeding a-t a rate, 

av~raged over the night, of six earthworms per minute. 

The mean \v-eight of earthworms in mixed woodland, as 

1 determined by the formalin method , is 0.54 g. (Wallwork, 

1970~. A live ~··")~.~ht of -.f 0.54 ~. co·.,re-:;:.r.nd: ·to.--:. Jry 

weight of earthworms of 0.099 g.; this dry weight 

corresponds to an energy value of 0.99 kcal (Satchell, 

1971). At a feeding rate of six earthworms per minute, 

it would take a 12 kg (male) badger approximately five 

hours to conswne sufficient earthworms, to fulfil i·ts 

basal metabolic requi1 .. ement. Sinc.e badgers are likely 

to selec·t the larger of the earth,,.orms, the above time 

1. The methods consists of of spraying formalin onto the 

ground, and observing the number of earthworms ·to emerge. 

This method is more likely to reflect the .·numbers avail

able to badgers, because it is biased towards the earth

worms nearer the surface. 
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\vould probably allow a badger ·to fulfil its en·tire 

metabolic requirements. 

In th-e present study area the biomass of earthworms 

is likely to be lowest in the arable land. lvalhvork ( 1970) 

gives figures of 50 to 106 gjm2 for arable land in Noi··th 

\Vales. If ·the figures for the energy requirements of 

badgers (on the previous page) are used, then the badgers 

yearly energy requirement corresponds to 2% of the earth,...-,_:· 

worm standing crop. Hence it is unlikely that there \vill 

ever be a shortage of ear·thworms in the ground; the main 

problem, for the badger, is likely to be one of avail

ability. 

The analysis of diet shows an increase in ·the number 

of small mammaL-remains found in ·the faeces, during ·th-e 

latt.er part of the su.:nmer. It is probable that this 

increase in ·the number of small mammals taken, represents 

a behavioural switch caused by progressive dessication 

of the ground and the consequen-t shortage of earthl'/orms. 

It :..:.~ sugges·:..ec! that earthwo1 nLS are tl~c J;JJ."'·.:::ferre l food o·~ 

the badger, since earthl'/orms \11ere found in almost all the 

faecal samples, analysed during ·the earlier pa:rrt of the 

study. The appearance of such species as Juncus in the 

faecal samples may indicate.that badgers seek the damper 

ground, where such species grow, when earthworms are in 

short supply. If earthworms are in short supply in ·the 

swnmer months, then it would be expected that territorial 

behaviour would be most in-tense a·t this time; h:>\'lever 
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evidence indica·tes (A .Cheeseman, pers. comm.) ·tha·t 

territorial behaviour is most intense during late 

w·inter and ea1,ly spring. Hence it is likely that 

territorial behaviour is only secondarily, if at all, 

related to swmner food supply. 

It could be concluded tha-t the pat·tern of dispersion 

of the setts changed be-tl\'een ·the three surveys. In 1971 

the badgers appeared to be using more setts, than in 

1968 or 197 5, although ·the popula-tion had remained a·t 

a similar level in all three surveys (see p. 19). The 

setts sh011Ted less ·tendancy to be overdispersed in 1971 

(see fig ... 4.4, middle histogram), and formed groups of 

size 1.9 in 1968, 3.3 in 1971 and 2.2 in 1975 (seep. 70). 

These results could indicate tha;:. in 1971 the intensi·ty 

of territorial behaviour was less than in the other years, 

and that the group size was larger. Amongst the possible 

causes of the change in 1971 are the effects of gassing 

a large set·t (th~ BW3, BW4 and BW5 complex) in 1968, and 

-s. c:hange i""' ·the av"' . .:> .. lab:i lity ::>f ~:ood. ~·~he fo·.,mer expl T.l-

ation \\'ould seem unlikely, since a large sett (the Durham 

Sch;:,ol: sett) \\'as gassed in 1972, with no corresponding 

change in spa·tial pattern. Earthworms are suggested as 

being an importan·t food, and th~ir availability is affe.cted 

by: ·the st·ate,·· of ·the ground. In this connection it should 

be noted that of ·the years, \vhen t:'le area was surveyed, 

1968 was the dryes~1 ,_ 1975 the next drye~, and 1971 the 'X 

the least dry. This is the same o·rder as the tendancy to 

be overndispersed (see fig. 4.4). The relationship may 

1. As based on the nwnber of days when the ground \•las 

described as dry, in the University of Durham meteor

ological field station reports, for the 12 months ,, 

preceeding ·the study. 
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be coincidental, but is \V'Orth considering in ·the light of 

evidence from future surveys. One final suggestion, for 

which ·there is as yet no evidence, is that set·ts close to 

water, where breeding occured in ·the present, study area, 

are in effect "key" sit,es, and ·that ·there may be compet

ition for i~heir occupa·tion. This idea may similarily 

repay further investiga·tion. 

Since, in ·the present s·tudy area, ·the amount of 

sui·table habita·t would appear ·to be in excess, ·the major 

limit on the nUJnber of ac·ti ve set·ts is the spacing of the 

setts; this spacing is influenced by the badgers social 

behaviour, which may be influenced by the availabili·ty 

of food. One fac·tor \'/hich may affect the distribution 

of setts, ,..,hich l'fas not investigated, is ventilation. 

Vogel ( 1972) in a theore·tical study on burrowing animals 

de·terrnined the oxygen reserve of Cynomys burrows, using 

King's (1955) da·ta. He found tha·t the Cynomys burrows 

contained sufficien·t oxygen for six hours, though ·the 

concentra·tion of carbon dioxide would make the burrow·· 

uninhabitable before this time. Al·though badger set·ts 

are larger ·than .Cynomys burrol'fS, the oxygen reserve of 

a badger set·t is likely ·to be less than ··the above 

figure, since ·the en·trances of badger setts are of the 

same size as Cynomys burrows, and ·there is normally 

more than one animal, with a higher metabolic requiramen·t, 

present in a badger sett. The need fol"' air flm'f through 

·the sett may explain why setts tend to be found near the 

the upper breaks of slope {seep. 47). It is noticeable 
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tha"l; in large setts such as H6, there ar·e tunnels dug 

vertically upwards; these tunnels are of such a size that 

they could not be used as entrances. This arrangement is 

one sugges·ted by Vogel (1972) as a means of ven·tila·tion 

for a burrow. Ventilation could be fur-ther investigated 

by measuring oxygen levels in burrows; for example 

oxygen levels have been found to be s.ignificently lower 

in Spermophillus sp. (the ground squirrel) burrows, than y 

out-.side ·the burrow (s·tudier and Procter, 1971), but the 

lowered oxygen levels were not related to ventilation. 

Sine e Bri·tish woodlands are normally found on slopes 

that arc unsuitable for cultivation {Rackham, 1976), a 

need foJ· ver!'tila·t:Lon may better explain why setts tend 

to be found close to the edge of woodland than does a 

need for mixed feeding {see p. 46) . The former explana·tion 

is unlikely, since agricul·tural land con·tains fewer 

earthlV"orm.s than lV"ooclland {Wallwork, 1970) 

The fac·tors which influence ·the na·tionwide distrib-ution 

o.l: badg;:!I·.s, may .Je inferr-e ..... E::.·om ·th'-· factor . .:. four.•J tc 

affect the distribution of badgers in ·the present study 

area; although the order of importance may be different. 

One of the important factors affec·ting ·the na·tionwide 

distribution of badgers is the availability of suitable 

substrate. This may be observed if ·the Ivlammal Society 

distribu·t:Lon map1 is compared wi·th a soil map of Bri·tain. 

The ten kilometre squares contain mos·tly chalk or sand 

soils. However ·the soil type does no·t en·tirely explain 

the dis·tribution. The greate.st discrepancies are to be 

1. The 1974 map has only been published for limited 

disribution. A! copy is.included in·apperidix six. 

4&:Zm.= UU .. a -
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~ound in mountainous areas, and in East Anglia, where 

·there has been a decline in badger ntunbers over the las·t 

·two decades {Jeffries, 1965). The former discrepancy is 

probably caused by a lack of observers. The lat·ter 

discrepancy is probably in part due ·to the high ·\'later 

table in the fens; however the recent decline is probably 

caused by the destruc:t·ion of banks and copses, as a 

consequence of changing farnLing prac·tice. Insec·ticides 

have also been implica-ted as a cause of this decline; 

in particular the use of dieldrin in ·the 1960r s (l<lellanby, 

1967). However the use of this insecticide is now 

re:=rtr:i.c.ted, and its occasional use is probably not a 

threat to badgers. The main ·threa·t of poisoning now is 

likely to come from organa-mercury seed dressing, which 

badgers may consLune from farm out.buildings 0 It is 

unlikely that chronic poisoning will result from the·se 

seed dressings, since they are not available frequen·tJ.y, 

and the half life of methyl mercury, in ·the mammalian 

·r..ody, ::.:=.; 25 day ... (P.R.Ev<Ar_3, pers . .;onun.). 

The dis·tribution may be influenced by the habitat 

in certain areas. I·t is unlikely tha·t farming practice 

would reduce the produc·ti vity of badger foods to such a 

level as to influence badger numbers, since the calcul-

ations on page 96 assumed a figure of 50 grams of earth-
,~-- ~ ·.· . . 

worms per m2 ; this figure is the lm.,er limit, given for 

arable land {Wallwork, 1970) 0 In fac·t the practice of 

direct drilling, l'lhich involves drilling without cultiv-

ation, and is a grmdng practice on some East Anglian 

farms, may increase the number of ea1"'thworms and insects, 

= =======wL!ee.www~=-mjllt'N e &*U =-u= ± . . -*"'•cat~ • f?'•!!S'E•W!JI::;4S98·1 s Zi!ibMZMR.W. __ && 
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available to badgers. The main type of habi·tat where low 

productivity would restrict badger numbers is moorland; 

·this migh:t explain ,,-hy badgers are infrequently found 

above 1, 700 fee·t ( sou"l~hern, 1964) . A comparision of set·t 

dispersion in areas of differing productivity, using 

similar me·t.hods to t:.he study on sparrowhawks by Newton, 

Marquiss, lveir and Moss (1977), may be a good method 

of demonstrating the importance of food as a factor 

affecting ·the density of ·badger populations. It is 

possible that as a consequence of social behaviour, 

there is a minimwn density at which badgers can exis·t; 

an effect such as tiLLs woulc1. enhance bo·th ·l::;he Eas·t Anglian 

decline, and ·the effect of lm,r p1~oducti vit:.y in a:r·eas 

such as moorland. 

.i 
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7_ · SUNMARY • 

1. A popula·tion of ·the badger {:t<leles meles, L.} 

was studied during the swnmer months of 197 5 in an area 

of five square kilometres, sou·th of Durham City, and 

bounded by ·the Rivar Weat,, ·the Al67, and the ci·ty i·tself. 

2. A survey found three breeding setts, eight 

occupied se·tts, ten sporadically occupied sett,s and 49 

unoccupied setts. The population was estimated as 22 

adults, and eight cubs. These figures are similar ·to those 

found in pr·evious surveys. In 1971 the estimated popula-tion 

was 31, cubs and adults, and in 1968 ·the popu.la·tion was 22 

adults and seven cubs. 

3. The physical factors affecting the utilisation 

of setts were studied. In comparison with unoccupied se·t·ts, 

the occupied set·ts tended ·to be near the upper breaks of 

slope, more convex in ·the horizon·tal plane. The prefer1•ed 

substrate was well drained sand, containing approximately 

seven. per cent. clay plus silt. The occupied and breeding 

set·ts \vere usually found cl.oser to ·the edge uf the woodlanu. 

than ·the unoccupied. All the breeding setts were found 

within 50 m. of water. 

4. The spatial dis·tribution of the breeding, occupied 

and visited lvas examined. The pattern consisted of 

clusters of main plus satellite setts, separated by 400 to 

600 m. . It is suggested that these clusters represent single 

social units. 

5. The diet over the swruner mon·ths was examined by 

faecal analysis. It ,,-as found that: 

a. A wide variety of vegetable and animal food \vas 

taken. 

-. 
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b. There were indications that fewer eo:rthworms 

were ·taken in Jul,y and Augus·t, than in May and 

.June; there was a corresponding increase in the 

ma1runals taken in ·the late swn.mer. 

c. It is suggested that ·the changes in food taken 

ove.r the swruner months are influenced by the 

state of the ground. 

6. It is suggested that the home range would cover an 

area of approximately 50 hec·tares, on the asswnp·tion ·that 

it is circular. 
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APPENDIX l. 

:METHODS USED IN THE 1968 AN.D 1971 SURVEYS 

1. The 1968 Survey. 

This survey used methods similar ·to those of the 

presen·t survey. The ac·ti vi·ty was checked ini-tially by 

placing crossed s·ticks in the en·trance hole; further to 

this the mound outside the entrance hole \V"as raked, and 

inspected for footprints. Terrain permi·tting, most of 

lll 

the se·t·ts found active on ·the·se criteria. were watched. 

Additional informa·tion was also collected from regular 

badger watchers. Less attention \V"as paid ·to inactive setts 

than in ·the present study. When the author examined maps 

supplied by Niss Harper, a larger nwnbel""' of inactive set·ts 

were found· than quo·ted in the published results (Stirling 

and Har·per, 1969) • The final popula·tion estima-te was 

obtained by a similar method to that used in the present 

study. The results, with the excep·tion of the nwnber of 

ext-inct fi:::tts may ~~0 meanin~•ful.ly com~,ar·ed wi·th those nf th.::! 

presen·t study. 

2. The 1971 Survey. 

This survey relied heavily on the use of the 

"crossed sticks" method, to determine the activi·ty of the 

setts. Although there was some observation of the setts, it 

is doubtful whether all the sett reported to be occupied by 

badgers; in fact in some of the places \V'here setts were 

marked fox ea~ths or rabbit warrens were found. Hence it is 

possible tha·t some of the setts recorded \V"ere not in fact 

used by badgers. The popula·tion estimate used was the number 

of _holes, where crossed sticks had been disturbed, divided 

by t\V'O. This estimate is a "rule of thu..'llb", and its 



methodological basis is open to doubt; no inves·tigations 

have been carried out in order to deternrine the reliability 

of this estimate. How·ever· can be seen :from ·table 3 .lb 

112 

(p.l5 ), a population estimate calculated on the above basis; 

for the date from the present survey, does give a similar 

figure to that obtained in 1971. Hence i·t may be possible 

that ·the population and the nwnber of setts found active in 

·the 1971 survey is an over-es·timate . 

. ;l. 
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APPENDIX ~· 

The raw data used in the analysis of physical factors affecting 

dispersio~ See over ....... . 



SETT 

H1 

H2 

H3 

H4 

H5 

H6 

H7 

H8 

H9 

HlO 

GH1 

· GH2 

GH3 

GH7 

GH16 

GH17 

Plil 

PH2 

SG1 

SG2 

SG3 

RB7 

BB8 

RBlO 

STATUS 

UNOCC 

UNOCC 

UNOCC 

UNOCC 

VISIT 

BREED 

UNOCC 

UNOCC 

UNOCC 

UNOCC 

UNOCC 

IDTOCC 

VISIT 

ace 

UNOCC 

UNOCC 

VISIT 

ace 

BREED 

occ 

UNOCC 

UNOCC 

occ 

VISIT 

D_HATEB 

231 

173 

170 

167 

80 

58 

64 

11 

74 

74 

250 

237 

128 

203· 

83 

192 

128 

96 

13 

10 

20 

5 

266 

5 

D_PATH 

19 

38 

42 

38 

10 

13 

19 

19 

6 

22 

3 

6 

205 

10 

32 

22 

205 

45 

130 

143 

136 

26 

156 

14 

D mih"LL 

109 

54 

64 

.11 

45 

186 

321 

256 

237 

250 

109 

115 

193 

128 

160 

32 

192 

295 

610 

584 

714 

974 

558 

519 

D EDGE 

115 

128 

122 

128 

96 

74 

83 

83 

45 

99 

6 

6 

80 

19 

32 

51 

32 

19 

16 

32" 

13 

195 

5 

195 

D UPPER 

13 

38 

42 

38 

6 

38 

13 

19 

35 

22 

1 

3 

16 

2 

83 

19 

10 

15 

3 

16 

8 

2 

1 

1 

D LOL~ER 

54 

109 

96 

96 

122 

96 

96 

26 

6 

26 

2 

5 

35 

1 

45 

109 

3 

1 

8 

6 

18 

4 

2 

8 

114 
H_CONV 

0 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-2 

-1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

-2 

-2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

-l 

1 

1 

0 
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SETT STATUS D WATER D_PATH D_DWELL D EDGE D UPPER D _LOWER H _ CONV 

MOl UNOCC 282 3 38 54 3 45 -1 

MC2 mrocc 282 6 13 51 4 51 -1 

l•iC4 UNO CO 288 16 87 16 38 19 -1 

MC6 000 179 35 144 35 19 38 1 

MC7 UNO CO 93 38 292 32 32 38 l 

MC8 occ 45 19 356 64 13 32 2 

MC9 occ 83 26 349 38 16 32 0 

MClO mmcc 205 26 266 45 13 38 -1 

-.. 



SET'l' V CONV 

H1 0 

H2 1 

H3 1 

H4 l 

H5 0 

H6 1 

H7 1 

H8 1 

H9 1 

H10 1 

GH1 0 

GH2 0 

GH3 0 

GH7 0 

GH16 2 

GH17 1 

PH1 1 

PH2 1 

SG1 1 

SG2 1 

SG3 2 

1 

0 

RB10 l 

COVER 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2 

2 

3 

1 

1 

3 

4 

2 

l. 

1 

IN OLIN 

28 

29 

25 

28 

25 

22 

19 

25 

34 

25 

28 

22 

33 

21 

36 

29 

34 

27 

. 23 

35 

26 

24 

29 

26 

%_WATER 

8 

22 

17 

11 

11 

5 

1 

16 

6 

19 

10 

9 

4 

9 

8 

12 

.9 

8 

9 

4 

17 

19 

3 

6 

E DIG -
22 

9 

8 

10 

10 

1 

1 

9 

8 

7 

9 

14 

10 

11 

22 

11 

14 

10 

6 

4 

4 

24 

5 

3 

%_CLAY 

10 

13 

11 

10 

10 

8 

10 

4 

9 

7 

15 

12 

10 

1 

1 

3 

6 

7 

8 

11 

13 

8 

1 

HABI'.f 

R BL 

R BL -
R BL 

R BL 

R BL 

R_BL 

R_BL 

R BL 

R BL 

R BL 

R BL 

R BL 

R BL 

R BL 

R_BL 

R_BI, 

R_BL 

AG L -

AG_L 

R_BL 

R_BA 

AG_L 

R_BA 
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SETT V CONV COVER I NOLIN %_:\-lATER E DIG %_CLAY HABIT' -

~101 -1 3 25 M 0 -
M03 -1 3 25 M_C 

11104 0 2 22 15 M C 

M06 0 3 22 14 M 0 

M07 -1 2 19 13 'M_C 

)1C8 1 4 33 8 M C -
l·iC9 0 2 24 10 M C 

14010 0 1 27 12 M. 0 
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The tab1os over and the maps to11owing show the positions and the 

status of all the setts found in all the surveyo (1968, 1971 and 1975). The 

sett status is abbreviated, in the tables, as followsa 

UNOCC = Unoccupied. 

VISIT = Visited. 

OCC = Occupied. 

BREED • Breeding. 

FOX = Sett Occupied by Fox, or Pox Earth. 

RABB = Sett Occupied by Rabbits,_or Rabbit Warren. 

In the 1971 survey no distinction was made between occupied and breeding 

setts (see appendix 1, 2). The grid reference for each sett is the 

ei~ht figure grid referanoe, in kilometres, for the national grid square 

NZ. The grid references are those used in computing the nearest neighbour 

distances. 

The maps shown are on the same scale (1:6,500) as those used for the 

survey. The mapa ware enlarged from a six inch series (1:10,560) Ordnance 

Survey map; the quoted accuracy is plus or minus six metres. The mapa 

Jla;re baan ame=ded to G.b.o·rr tb.a presa.'lt posi ti">n of field bour.daries, and 

to indioate the approximate posi tiona of the colleges, built since· the 

original survey. 
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SETT NUMBER ·- STATUS GRID REFERENCE 

1975 AND 1971 1968 1968 1971 1975 EAST-WES'.f SOUTH-NOR'l'H 

MC1 UNOCC UNOCC UNOCC 28.11 41.94 

MC2 mrocc mrocc 28.11 41.91 

MC3 UNOCC UNOCC UNOCC 28.11 41.98 

MC4 mrocc UNOCC UNOCC 28.15 41.87 

MC5 UNOCC UNOCC RABB 28.16 41.83 

MC6 15 occ occ occ 28.20 41.80 

MC7 14 UNOCC UNOCC UNOCC 28.34 41.75 

MC8 mmcc occ occ 28.40 41.68 

MC9 UNOCC occ occ+ 28.36 41.64 

MC10 UNOCC VISIT UNOCC 28.23 41.63 

&1Cl1 UNOCC UNOCC 28.13 4.1.62 

GHl 8 FOX UNOCC mmcc 27.57 40D00 

GH2 9 FOX UNOCC FOX 27.58 40.00 

OH3 UNO CO VISIT 27.61 40.83 

OB4 UNOCC UNOC"C 28.65 40.78 

GH5 o-riC~C UNOCC 27 .. 67 40.91 

GH6 UllOCC mmcc 27.70 40.77 

GH1 occ occ 27.79 40.74 

GH8 UNOCC UNOCC 27.82 40o75 

OH9 UNOCC RABB 27.84 40.75 

GHlO UNOCC UNOCC 27o93 40.84 

GH11 UNOCC UNOCC 27.94 40.82 

GH12 10 VISIT UNOCC UNOCC 27.95 40.86 

GH13 11 VISIT UNOCC UNOCC 28.02 40.92 

GH14 UNOCC tnlOCC 28.02 40.84 

OH15 occ VISIT 28.03 40.83 

+ This sett was dug during the stud7, but was ocoupied until mid M~. 

--. 
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1975 AND 1971 

GH16 

GH17 

GH18 

GH19 

GH20 

GII21 

GH22 

Hl 

H2 

H3 

H4 

H5 

H6 

H7 

H8 

H9 

HlO 

Hll 

Hl2 

PS1 

PH1 

PH2 

1968 

25 

13 

5 

23 

7 

6 

27 

28 

STATUS 

1968 1971 1975 

UNOCC VISIT UNOCC 

mrocc mrocc 

UNOCC UNOCC UNOCC 

tnlOCC occ UNOCC 

VISIT 

VISIT 

UNOCC -

UNOOC UNOCC 

mrocc UNOCC 

UNOCC FOX 

tniOCC UNOCC 

UNOCC VISIT 

occ occ BREED 

UNOCC UNOCC UNOCC 

UNOCC mrocc UNOCC 

tlt\("t~O U'IOCC' 

UNOCC UNOCC 

UNOCC 

UNOCC 

VISIT UNOCC FOX 

VISIT. UNOCC VISIT 

occ occ occ 
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GRID REFERE'NCE 

EAST-WEST SOUTH-NOR'~ 

28.07 

27.99 

28.09 

27.97 

27.08 

27.87 

27.75 

27.58 

27.52 

27.51 

27;.50 

27.45 

27.44 

27.46 

27.50 

~~1". 52 

27.45 

27.51 

27-53 

27.42 

27.54 

27.70 

41.00 

41.05 

41.07 

41 •. 36 

40.25 

40.93 

40.82 

40.78 

40.70 

40.67 

40.65 

40.62 

40.54 

40.68 

40.29 

40.29 

40.42 

40.40 

40.44 

40.63 

40.15 

40.13 



SETT Nl.J1.1BER -
1975 AliD 1971 

BW1 

BW2 

BW3 

BW4 

BWS 

WW1 

W'12 

~JW3 

WW4 

\iWS 

WW6 

WW7 

WW8 

W'-19 

SG1 

SG2 

SG3 

SG4 

LBll. 

LB2 

LB3 

LB4 

LB5 

1968 

3b 

3a 

3o 

24 

4 

18 

17 

19 

STATUS 

1968 1971 1975 

UNOCC UNOCC 

VISI'l' VISI'l' 

BREED VISIT 

VISIT 

UNOCC 

UlJOCC UNOCC 

FOX VISIT VISIT 

mlOCC IDJOCC 

occ lliOCC 

IDTOCC 

UNOCC 

occ RABB 

FOX UNO CO RABB 

RABB 

oc~ BRE"Jl 

VISIT OCC 

VISIT UNOCC UNOCC 

VISIT 

mrocc 

UNOCC UNOCO 

occ occ 

VISIT 

uwocc 
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GRID REFERENCE 

EAST-WEST 

27.16 

27.03 

26.77 

27.08 

27.10 

28.21 

28.25 

27.70 

27.69 

27.63 

27.61 

27.60 

27.47 

27.46 

27 -~5 

27.27 

2~{ .so 
27.46 

27.13 

26.94 

26.90 

26.86 

26.91 

SOUTH-tiORTH 

40.16 

40.11 

40.38 

40.17 

40.20 

40.66 

40.68 

40.33 

40.32 

40.31 

40.28 

40.28 

40.18 

40.19 

)9.92 

39.75 

39.74 

39-72 

39.69 

39.75 
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1975 AND 1971 1968 1968 1971 1975 EAST-WEST SOUTH-UORTH 

RB1 UNOCC UN'OCC 27.07 )8.72 

RB2 UNOCG IDlOCC 26.99 38.84 

RB3 20 UNOCC UlfOCC UNOCC 26.87 39.29 

RB4 21 VISIT FOX VISIT 26.90 39.56 

RB5 22 VISIT UNOCC 27.28 39.67 

RB6 VISIT ~7.80 39.36 

RB7 UNOCC UNOCC 28.17 39.14 

RI!8 VISIT occ 28.13 39.55 

RB9 FOX FOX 28.24 39.74 

runo 16 occ ooc VISIT 28.43 39.87 

DunHAM SCHOOL BREED OCC BREED 

VET'S HOUSE BREED OCC mrocc 
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GRID SQUARE N Z 

SCALE 1:6,500 

'ONTOLJRS in F.t. 
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APPENDIX,&. 

The appendix shows the key prepared for the identification of 

fragments of epidermis found in the faeces; the key 1r1as prepared from 

the photomicrographs taken for .the study, which are also shown in the 

appendix. The only species, found in the badger•s faeces, which is not 

illustrated is Rumex; this was amongst the photomicrographs supplied by 

Dr Ashby (see p.76 ). The key is intended as an aid to identification. 

A more precise identification can be achieved by comparision to the 

photomicrographs, whioh follow. The final three plates show a whole 

mount (plate A • .cf .. llA), a cross section· (plate Ao4:.ll:B), and a gelatine 

cast (plate· A.4.12) of badger hair. These photomicrographs have been 

taken of material, prepared according to the methods on page 

12B 
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Key to the Identification of the Photomicrographs, Shown in the 

Appendix (reference to plates after each species). 

1. 

2 

4. 

6. 

l· 

8. 

Linear pattern of epidermal cella·· ••••. _g. 

Pattern not linear •••• •••• •••• • • • • 6 • 

Epidermal cells approximately 

rectangular:in shape -· •••• •••• •••• l• 
Some other shape, but cell ends at 

right angles to axis of cell •••• •••• Alopecurus. A.4.1B. 

Daotylis. A.4 • 2B. 

~· A.4.5B. 

Margin of cell crenelated •••••••• i· 

Margin without crenelations •••• •••• Endymion. A.4.3B. 

Length ~ width greater than or equal 

to eight •••••••••••••••••••••••• Deschampsia. A.4.3B. 

.Festuoa. A.4.. 4A. 

Length equals width •••• •••• • ••• Allium. A. 4.1A. 

Not as above •••• •••• •. •• •••• •••• 2• 

Cell ends at right angles to cell axis Juncus. A. 4.4B. 

Cell eut;.e not aii x-ibr..-~; a.ile;les r.o cell 

axis •••• •••• eeeo oooo oooo •••• Luzula. A.· 4. 5A. 

Epirtiermal cells form "jigsaw" pattern 7. 

Other pattern •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• 2• 

Epidermal cells approximately round in 

shape ••• • • •••• • • 0 • •••• •••• • ••• veronica.. A.4 .lOB. 

Not round in shape •••• •••• •••• • ••• !!· 
Stoma round in shape •••• •••• •••• Taraxcum • A.4 .9B. 

Stoma not round in shape •••• •••• Cirsium. A.4.2A. 
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Epidermal cells approximately pentagonal 

in shape •••• •••• •••• •••• ·-· .. •••• !2· 
Not as above •••• 

Cell aides rounded 

•••• 

•••• 

Cell aides not rounded 

Hairs ~egmented •••• 

Hairs not segmented 

•••• •••• •••• 

•••• •••• • ••• 

•••••••••••• 

•••••••••••• 

Plantago. see .!!.• 

Rumex. A.4.8B. 

Pollgonum. A. 4.8A. 

Stellaria. A.4.9A· 

Trifolium. A.4.10A. 

P. lanceolata. A.4 .6 · 

•••• •••• •••• !• major. A.4.7. 



A. 

B. Alopecuru _....,_::....::::=..\.&.Is• 

PLATE A. 4.1 
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~~ 
•• 

' 

I ' , . 

A. Cirsiuro. 

B. Dactylis. 

PLATE A.4.2• 



/ 

-· 

A. Deschamps i a . 

B. 

PLATE A. 4 .J. 

r 11 # 
I , . ....,. 

f '• ' ·r -~ r ~ r/,.r 
_,/ ,' .· -· 
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~ . ~· 

" 

)3. 
J-uncus. 
--- -



13 

A. 

. ~ 

B. Poa. 

PLATE A.4. 5. 
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A. Plantago lanceolata. (epidermis) 

• ~ ., 
J :, ... , 

,, 
'f 

v 

)Y · ~~ 

--
B. Plantago lanceolata (hair) 

PLATE A.4.6. 
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A. Plantago major. (epidermis) 

./• 

/ ·"· 

0 

B. Plantago major. (hair) 

PLATE A.4 .7. 



... 

.. Q' • 

J>

) 

/ 

A. Polygonum. 

B. Rumex. 

PLATE A.4.8. 

13 



"'·* ' 

1i 

~.,.., 

A. 

B. 

\ ' 

~) . / ... , 
... .. 

• ... 
~ \1 : .. .. .. 
' -. .. 

' 

stella.ria.. 

Ta.ra.xoum. 

PLATE A. 4. 9. 

. ·, ~ 

·, 
I 

•· 
' 

' .l. ' 

· !-~' 
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A. 

B. 

PLATE A.4.10. 



I 
i 

A. Badger hair (whole mount). 

. -t 
-·~~. 

\ 
-~· ,-

B. Badger hair (cross section). 

PLATE A.4.11 
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Badger hair (gelatine cast). 

PLATE A.4 .12. 



APPENDIX · j. 

Table A.6.1 shows the dates· of collection, the serial number and 

the condition of the scats collected. Collection from RB8 did not begin 

until 18:5:1975; the dates on tihich no scats were found are indicated by 

an asterisk. The division between fresh and old is based on the state of 

hydration of the scats, which is influenced by the preceeding weather. 

Hence the division is somewhat arbitrary. 'l'able A. 6. 2 shows the presence 

or absence of a food item in the faeces. The serial numbers indicate the 

order of collection {see table A.6.1); where more than one scat was 

found an attempt was made to number them in the order in which they 

were deposited. 
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THE DA'.£1ES OF COLLECTION, TH& SER:J;AL NUM.BERS, AND THE CONDITION 

OF ~~E SCATS COLLECTED. 

HOLLINGSIDE _§. RIVER BAllK 8 --DATE 
SERIAL NO. COIJDITIO~r SERIAL NO. COliDITION 

15:5:1975 1 OLD 

24s5:r1975 2 FRESH 

29s5a1975 3 FRESH 

6:6:1975 4 OLD 

5 FRESH 

12s6:1975 6 FRESH 

18s6ol975 7 FRESH 1 OLD 

8 FRE.'SH 

9 FRESH 

26s6:1975 10 FRESH 2 FRESH 

11 FBESH 

4s7:1975 12 FRESH 3 FRESH 

10:7s1975 13 FRESH * 
14 F'ttESH 

l8s7sl975 15 FRESH; 4 OLD 

24s7:1975 16 FRESH 5 FRESH 

2s8~1975 17 FRESH * 
8s8sl975 18 OLD * 

16s8jl975 19 OLD 6 PRESH 

20 FRESH 

2"la8sl975 21 FRESH * 
30s8sl975 22 FRESH 7 FRESH 

Not Visited. 

* No Scats Present. 
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TA:SLE !•i·~· 

i. FOOD I TEllS PRESENT IN SCATS COLLECTED FRON HOLLIUGSIDE WOOD 6, 

SERIAL Nmt\BERS ONE TO ELEVEN. 

SERIAL NO. OF SCAT: 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 

FOOD ITE:.i -----
So rex 

Apodemus 

Talpa + 

Arvicola 

Oryctolagus 

Earthworm + + + + + + + 

Insect + + + 

Endpion + + + 

Allium + + 

Rumex + + + + 

Plantago + + + 

Trifolium + + + + + 

Lu.zula. + + + + 

June us + 

Festuoa ... + ... + + + + + 

Descham:psia + + 

Bromus + + + + 

Po a 

Berries + 

Root (conifer) + 

Cereal + 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 

+ Indicates Presence. 

Indicates Absence. 

-.. 



TABLE A.6.2. ---
ii. FOOD ITEMS PRESENT IN SCATS COLLECTED FROM HOLLINGSIDE 1-lOOD 6, 

SERIAL NUMBERS TWELVE TO T~fENTY TWO. 

SERIAL NO. OF SCAT: 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

FOOD,!!!! 

So rex + + 

Apodemus + + + 

Talpa + 

Arvico1a 

Oryctolagus + + 

Earthworm + + + + 

Insect + + + 

End;ymion + + 

Allium + + 

Rumex + + ... + + + 

Plantago + - . - + 

Trifolium + + + 

Luzula. + + + --
June us + 

Festuoa + + + 

Deachampsia. + + + 

Bromus + + + + 

Po a. + 

Berries + 

Root (conifer) + 

Cereal 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

+ Indicates Presence. ' 
Indicates Absence. 
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TABLE A._2.~. 

iii. FOOD IT.E:.I.S PRESENT IN SCA'l'S COLLECTED FROl~ RIVER BANK 8. 

SERIAL NO. OF SCAT11 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
FOOD ITEM --

So rex 

Apodemus 

Talpa 

Arvicola + + 

Oryctolagus + 

Earthworm + + + 

Insect + + 

Endymion + 

Allium + 

Rwne.x: + + + 

Plantago + + + 

Trifolium + + 

Luzula + 

June us + + 

Festuca + + + + 

Deschampsia + 

:Sromus + + 

Po a + 

Berries + 

Root (conifer) 

Cereal + + + 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 

·+ . Indicates Presence. 

Indioa.tes Absence. 



APP.l!aiDIX .§_. 

The 197 4 r.1ammal Society badger distribution map. Each point ind 

indicat~s a rocord in a 10 kilometre national grid squareo 
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APPENDIX 1· 

The home range sizes, weight and ~IcNab' s feeding 

type, taken from McNab (1963, Table l,p. 134). 

Species. 

HUNTERS 

Didelphis virg:i.niana 

Didelphis virginiana 

Sorex vagrans 

Blarina brevicauda 

Blarina brevicauda 

~Iustela rixosa 

Procyon lotor 

Vulpes fulva 

Tamias s·triatus 

Tandascuirus hudsonicus 

Sciurus niger 

G1aucomys volans 

Peromyscus manicu.latus 

Pel"'omyscus maniculatus 

Peromyscus leucopus 

Peromyscus leucopus 

Reithrodontomys megalotis 

Reithrodontomys megalotis 

Reithrodontomvs mon·tanus 

Zapus hudsonicus 

Zapus hadsonicus 

Nap~ozapus insigis 

:Hus muscalis -

\'Ieight 
(kilograms). 

3.63 

3.63 

0.005 

0.018 

0 .. 018 

0.05 

10.89 

5.45 

0.09 

0.185 

0.953 

0.95.3 

0.061 

0.02 

0.02 

0.02 

0.02 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.02 

0.02 

0.024 

0.018 

Home Range 
(acres). 

25 

28.9 

0.09 

0.05 

0.087 

2 

386 

25 

1.6 

6.3 

25 

13.7 

4 

1.85 

0. 74 

0 .4. 

0.25 

o.sB 

0.52 

0.50 

0.90 

2.00 

1.5 

0.41 
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Species. 

CROPPERS 

Castor canadensis 

Synaptomys cooperi 

Microtus .Eennsylvanicus 

l-1icrotus ochrogas·ter 

Pi·tymys pi net orum 

Pitymys pinetorum 

Sigmodon hispidus 

Sylvilagus floridanus 

Sylvilagus floridanus 

Sylvilagus floridanu.s 

J .. epus americanus 

AJ.ces americana 

Weight 
(kilograms). 

20.41 

0.02 

0.045 

0.03 

0.028 

0.028 

0.12 

1.58 

1.58 

1.36 

1.587 

358.3 

150 

Home Range 
(acres) 

8 

0.3 

0.25 

0.18 

0.30 

0.09 

o.ss 
8.34 

15 

5 

10 

100 


